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Adoption of Software Engineering Innovations
in Organizations

4

Abstract: Designing effective strategies to facilitate the adoption of new V.-f
ware engineering technologies is a complex endcavor, This document de-
scribes the experiences of organizations in the defense industry that have con-
sidered and in many cases adopted any one of five software engineering tech-
nologies: structured programming, program design languages. software cost
models, complexity metrics, and Ada. In all, 296 respondents participated in the
entire study. These respondents represented approximately 120 business
units within approximately 75 defense contractor organizations. Data were col-
lected using a structured survey instrument administered over the telephone.

This report examines the motivations behind technology acquisition and adop-

tion decisions, the use of various technology transfer mechanisms during the
stages of the adoption process, and the relations hip between technology trans-
fer mechanisms and the timing, pass through, and smoothness of adoption-

process stages. Adoption is assumed to be a multi-stage process that may pro-
ceed in a linear or non-linear fashion. Also explored is the relationship between3 managerial level of the advocate (i.e., top management, middle management,
technical management, and broad-based support) and the speed and smooth-
ness of technology acquisition and adoption. ( y , --

I- Analysis of data supports the notion that organizations and change agents (e.g.,
the Department of Defense (DoD)) should carefully tailor transition mechanisms
and the choice of technology advocate to the specific stage of the adoption proc-
ess, rather than adopt a single strategy for the entire process. Moreover, a sin-
gle adoption strategy Is not applicable to all technologies. These strategies3 must also be tailored depending on the subtleties of the particular technology.

I
U
I
I
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Part I: Executive Summary
This report discusses the initial results of afield study focused on describing and understanding
the experiences of over 75 firms in the defense industry that have considered and in many
cases adopted any one of five software engineering innovations. Issues of interest in the study
include the organizational level and efficacy of the technologies' advocates, the use and effi-
cacy of technology transfer mechanisms, and the perceptions of relative advantage motivating I
adoption.
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1. Introduction
While there is ample research documenting the substantial amount of time between the avail-
ability of a new tool and its adoption (e.g., Riddle 1984), considerably less attef.tion has been
devoted to evaluating the consequences of specific managerial actions on the realization of
technology-transition objectives. As a result, the practitioner has little more to rely on than per-
sonal experience or that of colleagues. For the most part, these collective experiences are
based on anecdotal evidence rather than systematic observation. While such case studies
have value, they are of limited usefulness in generalizing beyond the specific technology or
situation in which the observation was made. Hence, any manager who applies case-study
findings about innovation-adoption behavior to a new situation is "shooting in the dark," since
the (unspecified) factors that influenced an outcome in the single case study may not be opera-
tive in the new situation.

Our research on technology transition for the Software Engineering Institute begins to address
this problem of generalizing beyond the experience of a single organization or a single software
engineering technology by examining the behaviors of multiple firms and multiple software en-
gineering technologies. While this approach is more complex, it enables practitioners to apply
such findings to their own situations with greater confidence than can be obtained with case-
study or single-innovation research designs.

The research summarized in this paper examines the adoption of five software engineering
innovations of varying degrees of maturity, abstractness, and target users (i.e., Ada program-
ming environment, program design languages, structured programming, cost models, and
complexity metrics). Using data collected from structured telephone interviews, we examine
two areas of concern to managers of technology transition efforts. First, we are particularly in-
terested in how the choice of transfer mechanism (i.e., in-house training, outside training, writ-
ten documentation, conferences and seminars, and site visits) and primary technology advo-
cate (i.e., top management, middle management, technical staff, broad-based support) relates
to three measures of adoption: time of entry into the adoption stage, movement through the
stage, and the experienced ease or smoothness of passage. Second, we wish to understand
the predominant motives underlying decisions to adopt, postpone, or reject software engineer-
ing technologies.

CMU/SEI-89-TR-17
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2. The Research Framework
The diffusion of an innovation is conceptualized as a process by which knowledge of an innova- I
tion spreads throughout a population, eventually to be adopted or not adopted by a decision-
making unit in an organization. According to diffusion theory (Rogers 1983), the degree of ac- 3
ceptance is contingent upon the information about the innovation, characteristics of the adopt-
ers of the innovation, and the degree of similarity between technology advocates and potential
adopters. 3
Depending on the innovation, either four or five adoption-process stages are identified ii this
research. The specific stages reflect our discussions with experienced software engineers and 3
an examination of published materials about technology transition. The stages are:

Pre-acquisltlon, gathering information and approving/rejecting acquisition of ca- 3
pabilities.

Acquisition of physical capabilities through lease, rental or purchase (only for 3
Ada).

Developing/acquiring human capabilities, training and/or additional hiring. 3
Trial, using the technology for a test project in order to assess the usefulness of the
technology before finally committing the organization to it. 3
Production, using the technology in a software-production environment, that is, on
a large scale. The listing does not presume an order of execution or that organiza-
tions go through all Intermediate stages in order to finally arrive at production.

Ip
II

I
I
U
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3. Research Method

I- 3.1. Participants

Participants In the study were individuals responding on behalf of major software developers
and consultants for the DoD. These individuals were knowledgeable about their organization's
adoption, postponement, or rejection of the various technologies. In all, 296 interviews from
over 120 business units representing 75 firms comprise data for the study. The number of busi-
ness units represented for each technology are: structured programming (68); program design
languages (60); software cost models (61); software complexity metrics (41); and Ada (66).
Each business unit was permitted only one participant for each technology; hence a business
unit could have a maximum of five participants and a minimum of one.

3.2. The Data-Collection Instrument

Data were collected using a structured survey instrument which was administered cver the tele-
phone. The eighteen-page survey posed questions on a broad range of issues related to the
adoption of software engineering tools and methods. An overview of some of those data is re-
ported in this paper. The survey contained questions requiring closed-form responses primar-
ily. For example, participants were asked about the extent to which they used various transition
mechanisms at a particular adoption stage. They responded using a 7-point scale representing
a range from "1" (not at all) to "7" (to a very great extent). Similarly, participants were asked to
supply dates when specific events took place. Participants were also given ample opportunity
to comment on their responses.

3.3. Procedure

Data were collected using a telephone survey lasting approximately 35 minutes. Prior to data
collection, participants were telephoned to verify qualifications, answer questions, and sched-
ule the interview(s). Approximately one week before the telephone interview was to take place,
the participant was sent a copy of the survey questions. Interviews were conducted by individu-
als who had undergone six hours of telephone-interview training. Interviewers were paid for
their work. Following the Interview, a thank-you letter was sent and the participant was told that
he or she would receive an executive summary of the study's findings once the data had been
collected and analyzed. The Interviews were completed over a three-month period during the
spring of 1988.

CMU/SEI-89.-TR-17 7
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4. Highlights of the Results
Highlights of the results are presented. First, we examine the relationship between managerial U
level of the technology advocate (i.e., top management, middle management, technical staff,
and broad-based support) and adoption outcomes (i.e., timing, movement, and smoothness). 3
Next, we present results relating the choice of technology transfer mechanism and adoption
outcomes. Finally, we examine the motives for adoption of software engineering innovations.

4.1. The Effects of the Technology Advocate on Adoption

Top management has often been viewed in the literature as the preferred advocate for facilita- I
tion of adoption. For our sample this was clearly not the case. Overall, across technologies and
adoption stages, top management advocacy was not strongly correlated with timing, pass-
through or smoothness of adoption with the exception of the trial stage of adoption, and even for
trial the results are mixed. Top management advocacy was positively associated with earlier
and smoother use of cost models during the trial stage, smoother use of structured program-
ming in trial, earlier use of Ada in trial but failure to complete trial, and failure to complete trial for
program design languages. Hence, our results contradict previous studies.

The effect of middle-management advocacy reveals a slightly differe!-t set of results as shown I
in Table 1. The table shows the association [positive (+), negative '-I, or no relationship (0)] of

__ _ __ _ _ _________ __ _ __ _ I

Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities+ develop capabilities - trial

SP - production - production 0 3
PDL + develop capabilities 0 0__

SCM + develop capabilities 0 0

+ develop capabilities
+ trial

CM + production + develop capabilities 0

+ develop capabilities
- trial - trial

Ada - production + production 0

Table 1: Middle Management Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Technologies 3

middle-management advocacy with the adoption criteria (i.e., movement, timing and ease of I
adoption) during the various stages of adoption (e.g., trial). When these results are examined
across the three adoption criteria, middle-management advocacy has a positive association 3

8 ' CMU/SEI-89--TR-17 3



with movement and a somewhat negative association with early entry into the stages. This level
of management advocacy appears to have no association with smoothness of passage for any
of the technologies. An interesting pattern emerges for this group to the extent that structured
programming and program design languages can be considered more technically-oriented in-
novations and software cost models and complexity metrics can be considered more adminis-
trative innovations. As might be predicted, middle-management advocacy Is positively associ-
ated with the adoption of administrative innovations but has a mixed record with regard to the
adoption of technical innovations. Also. to the extent there Is a stage of adoption at which mid-
dle management advocacy has benefit for all technologies, It is in getting the organization
through the development of human capabilities.

Table 2 reveals s%!ong significant positive associations between technical staff advocacy and
completion of adoplion stages (movement) and strong negative associations between techni-
cal staff advocacy and smoothness of passage (ease). Tichnical staff advocacy has either no
effect or a negative effect on early entry into a stage.

Movement Timing Ease

- trial
SI + develop capabilities 0 - production

+ develop capabilities
PDL + trial 0 - develop capabilities

SCM +- develop capabilities 0 0
- develop capabilities

+develop capabilities trial
CM -trial - develop capabilities - production

+ compiler acquisition
+ develop capabilities
+ trial - develop capabilities

Ada + production - production + trial

Table 2: Technical Staff Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Technologies

As can be seen from Table 3, broad-based support has the most wide-spread, positive impact
on the adoption of software engineering innovations than any other form of advocacy. In only
one stage (trial) for one technology (Ada) Is broad-based support negatively associated with an
adoption criterion (ease). These results underscore the value of gaining such advocacy in pro-
moting new software engineering technologies.

4.2. The Effects of Transfer Mechanism on Adoption
Organizations may use a variety of transition mechanisms to facilitate the adoption of software
engineering innovations. These mechanisms may be more or less effective as an organization

CMU/SEI-89-TR-17 9
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Movement Timing Ease 3
i+ develop capabilities. + develop capabilities

+ develop capabilities + trial + trial
SP + production + production + production

+ develop capabilities
PDL + develop capabilities 0 + production 3

+ trial
SCM + production + develop capabilities + production

CM + develop capabilities 0 + develop capabilities

+ trial + compiler acquisition
Ada + production + trial - trial 3

Table 3: Broad-Based Advocates' Effect on Adoption of Technologies

passes through the various adoption-process stages. The transition mechanisms of interest in
the current study are: (1) training prepared by in-house personnel; (2) training prepared by out-
side personnel; (3) written documentation and published technical materials; (4) attendance at
confereni.,c: and seminars; and (5) site visits to other organizations. We briefly report the re-
sults for the tive software engineering technologies of interest.

Overall, across technologies, adoption stages, and adoption criteria, extensive use of training
prepared by in-house personnel has the greatest positive association with movement and tim- -
ing of adoption. The details are displayed in Table 4. Interestingly, in-house training does not
appear to be associated with making passage through adoption stages any easier or smoother.

In contrast to training prepared In-house, training prepared outside the organization does not
have the same overall positive association with adoption criteria. These results are presented
in Table 5. I
Table 6 summarizes the effects of written documentation and published materials on the adop-
tion of the five software engineering innovations. In many Instances, the use of written materials 3
bears no relationship to the criteria of adoption. In other cases, particularly the adoption of Ada,
there are predominantly positive associations with adoption. For complexity metrics, the exten-
sive use of written documentation appears to delay entry into and movement through produc- 3
tion. Curiously, it is also associated with a smoother production process.

Site visits are infrequently used. In the cases in which use is positively associated with adoption, 3
visits are more typically employed for innovations that are methodologically-oriented (e.g.,
structured programming). Site visits are also associated with facilitating trial.

In general, more detailed analysis of the data suggests that when extensive use of a transition
mechanism is effective, it should be initiated early and continued through trial.

10 CMU/SEI-89-TR-1 7



Movement Timing Ease

SP 0 + production 0
+ develop capabilities

PDL + production + develop capabilities + production
+ develop capabilities

-SCM + trial - develop capabilities 0

CM + develop capabilities + production 0
+ compiler acquisition
+ develop capabilities

+ trial + trial
Ada + production + production + develop capabilities

Table 4: Effects of Extensive Use of Training Prepared by In-House Staff Across

TechnologiesI
Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities - trial3 SP + trial - trial - production

+ trial
PDL - production 0 + production

+ develop capabilities
SCM 0 + trial 0

CM 0 0 - develop capabilities
== - develop capabilities

Ada - compiler acquisition - compiler acquisition3 A trial - production + trial

Table 5: Effect of Extensive Use of Training Prepared by Outside Personnel Across
Technologies

3 4.3.Perceived Relative Advantages of Adoption

Overall, beliefs about the economic advantages of adopting innovat~ons, such as increasing
likelihood of obtaining government contracts, or disadvantages clearly have significant positive
and negative associations with adoption across all of the technologies studied. Perceptions
about economic incentives have their most extensive impact on the use of program design lan-guages and structured programming. Beliefs about training difficulties or the resistance of tech-
nical staff appear to hav'e more impact on ease or smoothness rather than timing or movement

CMUS EI-89-TR-17 113
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I Movement Timing Ease
+ develop capabilities

SP 0 + production 0_I
. trial

POL 0 0 + production

SCM + trial 0 0

+ develop capabilitiesCM - production ,.- production .+ production
+ compiler acquisition

+ trial + develop capabilities
Ada + production + trial production

Table 6: Effect of Extensive Use of Written Documentation Across Technologies 3
of adoption. Such impacts are strongest for structured programming and use of program design
languages.

Other factors which were significantly associated with adoption and should be taken into con-
sideration during technology transition are: (1) the prestige associated with adoption leading to 3
perceptions of leadership or innovativeness of the firm, (2) the compatibility of the technology
with either the mission or the technical culture of the organization, and (3) the nature of interper-
sonaJ communication among software engineers within and outside the organization.

4.4. Cautionary Note 3
Because of the nature of the data (i.e., cross-sectional), we can make no strong causal asser-
tions with regard to the effect of choice of b-tnsitlon mechanism and advocate on dependent 3
measures of adoption. However, strong association suggests possible causal hypotheses
which should be explored. 3

I
I
I
I
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I 5. Conclusion
3 An objective of this study was to enable practitioners to more fully understand the factors and

processes that influence adoption, postponement, or rejection of a variety of software engi-
neering Innovations across a largo number of organizations. The analysis examined the effect
of the level in the organization of the primary advocate on the adoption process. Broad-based
support was found to result in a number of positive associations with adoption. The authors also
found that different factors are often related to adoption of the innovations at different stagqs.
Transition mechanisms and perceived relative advantages of the innovation which facilitate
adoption at one stage do not necessarily have the same effect at other stages.

I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Part I1: DiscussionI
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1. Introduction
The excessive amount of time between the availability of software engineering innovations and
their adoption is well established (Riddle 1984). This lag is a serious concern for promoters of
new software engineering tools and methods (e.g., DoD, Software Productivity Consortium)
and managers In software development firms who are responsible for facilitating the use of
'hese innovations. Both groups perceive a need to understand the adoption process so that

strategies can be designed to yield optimal rates and levels of adoption.

Despite the urgency of this problem, the practitioner has little more to rely on than personal
experience and the experience of others. These collective experiences are largely based on
anecdotal evidence rather than systematic observation. Although such case studies are of
some value to the practitioner, they are of limited usefulness in generalizing beyond the specific
situation in which the observation is made. Thus, any manager or organization that applies
case-study findings about innovation adoption behavior to a new situation is "shooting in the
dark" since the (unspecified) factors that influenced an outcome in the case study may not be
operative in the new situation.

Our research addresses this problem of generalizability by examining the process by which a
large number of organizations make decisions to reject or to Integrate "new" software engineer-
ing innovations into their operations. In this report, we focus on understanding the factors and
processes that influence adoption, postponement, or rejection of innovations, and the smooth-
ness of the organizational process. Because k :pecific software engineering innovation may
have characteristics that make it easier to integrate than another, we examine five Innovations
of various levels of maturity and abstraction. Hence, our findings are more likely to generalize
across technologies as well as organizations. We believe that this approach will enable practi-
tioners to apply our findings to their own situations with greater confidence than they could the
findings from previous case-study and single-innovation research.

The five innovations of interest in this study are:

* Structured programming techniques
* Program design languages: Software cost models
* Software complexity metrics
* Ada

This report presents an analysis of 296 telephone surveys representing approximately 75 gov-
ernment contractors and 120 business units. The report gives details of analyses which focus
on the adoption of the five software engineering innovations across multiple stages of adoption.
Depending on the innovation, either four or five adoption stages are identified.

CMU/SEI-89-TR-17 15
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The specific stages reflect our discussions with experienced software engineers and an exami-

nation of published materials. The stages are: 3
"• Pre-acqulsltion, gathering information and approving/rejecting acquisition of

physical capabilities. t

"* Acquisition of physical capabill'Vel through lease, rental or purchase.

"* Developing/acquiring human capabilities, training and/or additional hiring. 3
"* Trial, using the technology for a test project in order to assess the usefulness of the

technology before finally committing the organization to it. 3
"* Production, using the technology in a software-production environment, that is, on a

large scale.

Acquisition of physical and human capabilities is broken up into separate stages for only one of
the technologies: Ada. In this report we focus on the association of the primary advocate, as
well as the effectiveness of various transition mechanisms an organization may use, and the
adoption process with respect to the five innovations.

U
U
I
I
U
3
I
I
U
I
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2. Overview

2.1. The Research Framework

The diffusion of a software engineering innovation is conceptualized as the process by which
knowledge of an innovation spreads throughout a population, eventually to be adopted or not
adopted by an individual or other decision-making unit in an organization. According to diffu-
sion theory (Rogers, 1983), the degree of acceptance and the rate at which this process takes
place is contingent upon the characteristics of the innovation, networks used to communicate
the information about the innovation, characteristics of the adoptees of the innovation, and the
degree of similarity between change agents and potential adoptees. This concept of innovation
diffusion has been applied to technologies ranging from new ideas to new machines (Teece,
1980; Zmud, 1982, Zmud and Apple, 1986). Since this framework is used in the collection and
analysis of data for this study, we discuss these components (i.e, innovation, communication,
timing, and social system) in more detail before presenting the analysis for each technology
innovation.

2.2. Innovation

An innovation is anything that appears to be new to the individuals or the organizations within a
social system. Thus, an innovation can be a new idea, such as data hiding, a new of way of
doing things, such as using structured programming, or a new hardware technology. Theories
of innovation diffusion assert that characteristics of an innovation either facilitate or inhibit Its
adoption. Characterist"- - tie innovation which have received empirical support (Tomatzky
and Klein, 1982) incluo

a The relative advantage of the Innovation over adoption of alternative technologies or
non-adoption (e.g., advantage derived from economic, social prestige, convenience,

or satisfaction aspects of the Innovation) -the compatibility of the innovation with existing
values, past experiences, or needs of individuals or organizations;

1 The perceived complexity of the innovation - innovations that are easy to understand
are adopted more rapidly than those that aro difficult to understand;

1 The trialability of the innovation - the ability to use an Innovation on a trial or partial basis
lowers the risk of adoption and, thus, tends to encourage adoption;

* The observability of the Innovation or its outcomes - Intangible innovations such as new
software development philosophies tend to be adopted more slowly than more visible
innovationc such as hardware/software-based innovations.

Each c the five technologies is examined from these perspectives in Chapters 4 through 8.
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2.3. Communication
Communication is the creation and sharing of information about innovations. Information I
moves from a source that knows about the innovation, through one or more communication
channels (e.g., mass media such as technical journals, or interpersonal or other informal chan-
nels such as vendors, consultants, or electronic bulletin boards), to an individual who or organi-
zation that does not yet have knowledge of the innovation. These communication channels can
be enhanced when the source of the communication (e.g., a trainer) is more similar to the target 3
of the communication 'e.g., a user). The likelihood exists that at different stages in the organi-
zation's adoption of the innovation, different sources, channels and targets of information may
be appropriate. 3
2.4. Timing
Rate of adoption, the relative speed with which the innovation is adopted, has been shown em-
pirically to follow an s-shaped curve. Tho curve receives strong empirical support in the litera-
ture. Rather than focus on this aspect of the timing issue which has already been well docu-
mented in the literature, the current research emphasizes the timing of the movement through
the various adoption stages and the use of different transition mechanisms (e.g., in-house train-
ing, visits to other sites) throughout those stages. For purposes of this study, we Identify four
process stages through which an organization may move prior to the adoption of an innovation.
These stages are the period of Information gathering before acquisition of the technology (pre-
acquisition), the period after acquisition of the technology in which capability is developed
(learning), the period in which the technology is tried out on a small scale (pilot), and the period
in which the technology Is fully employed on a large scale (production). In the case of Ada, we 3
identify a fifth stage: acquisition of physical capabilities. In addition, we inquire about the rela-
tive amount of the firm's resources used in employing these mechanisms.

2.5. The Social System
The social system is a group of interrelated individuals or organizations using collective prob- I
lem-solving methods to achieve a common purpose. Software engineers are members of a
number of overlapping social systems that may influence adoption behavior. The employing
organization is a social system that may authorize (or inhibit) adoption of an innovation. Other I
organizations outside Vie adopting organization (e.g., DoD) may also have an influeiice on the
adoption behavior of the employing organization. Professional peer groups or the cadre team
to which the software engineer belongs may emphasize relative advantages (or disadvan-
tages) associated with adopting the innovatJon. The rate and form of adoption is likely to be
Influenced by the existence of opinion leaders within the organization and efforts of external 3
change agents interacting with the social system in the target organization.

This version of the preliminary report does not analyze data pertaining to social systems. How-
ever, it does present preliminary analyses of the efficacy of various sources of support (e.g., top
management, technical staff, middle management) on the various stages of the adoption proc-
ess. 3
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3. Research Method

3.1. Subjects
Participants in this phase of the research program were individuals responding on behalf of
major software developers and consultants for the government. These individuals were knowl.
edgeable about their organization's adoption, postponement, or rejection of the various tech-
nologies of interest to this study. Participants for this study were informed of the study through a
letter sent by the two principal investigators to NSIA members (see Appendix B). Approx!-
mately one month later an announcement describing the study appeared in the NSIA newslet-
ter. Response was such that no additional follow-up letters were sent. Members of the NSIA
represent major defense contractors in the U.S. as well as small consulting firms and develop-
e rs.

In the initial solicitation letter, the study was described and Individuals were asked to identify
people in their firms (i.e., business unit) who had knowledge of the adopt, reject, or postpone
decisions related to any of the five technologies of interest. The initial contacts returned a form
indicating who in their unit would participate and for which technologies. In some cases, the
participant was the addressee; in most cases, they were other people in the organization. Each
business unit was permitted only one participant for each technology; hence, a business unit
could have a maximum of five participants. In most cases, a single participant was knowledge-
able about more than one technology, so a business unit usually had fewer than five people
represented in the study. In the cases in which the participant was not the initial contact, a short
letter was sent describing the study and who in the organization had given his or her name as a
participant.

3.2. Procedure
Data were collected using a telephone survey. Prior to data collection, participants were tele-
phoned to verify information, answer questions that the participant might have about the study,
and to schedule the telephone interview(s). In cases where a single participant was responding
to questions about more than one innovation, multiple appointments were made. In most
cases, data were collected in a single Interview lasting approximately one-half hour. In the re-
maining cases, generally no more than two appointments were needed.

Approximately one week before the telephone interview was to take place, the participant was
sent a copy of the survey questions. Following the interview, the participant was sent a thank-
you letter. The participant was told he or she would receive an executive summary of the stud-
y's findings once the data had been collected and analyzed.

The telephone interviews were conducted by advanced graduate students 'In management
who were interested in the problems of technology innovation. Each interviewer followed a writ-
ten script that corresponded to the questionnaire sent to participants. Prior to conducting any
interviews, each interviewer underwent six hours of telephone-interview training. The Inter-
views were completed over a three-month period during the spring of 1988.
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3.3. Overview of the Analysis

The remaining portions of this report present the analysis of each technology. The order of 3
presentation is:

* Structured programming (SP)
"* Program design languages (POL)
"* Software cost models (SCM)
"* Complexity metrics (CM)
"• Ada

The reader should note that the technologies wero chosen so that two (SP and PDLs) are tar-I
geted to individual software engineers, two (SCM and CM) are administrative aids, two (PDLs
and SCM) are tools, and two (SP and CM) are primarily intangible methods. Ada cuts across
each dimension. The analysis for each technology is presented as a self-contained unit to allow
readers to look at specific technologies of interest. Unfortunately, this method of presentation
creates redundancy in the text. We apologize for this in advance. Also, in this report we do not
make explicit comparisons of innovations, although we summarize the findings across tech-
nologies in Chapter 9.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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4. Structured Programming U
Sixty-eight participants responded to questions about their organization's (business unit) use of I
structured programming techniques. This innovation differs from other Innovations studied in
that: 1) it is more mature than other software engineering innovations, 2) it is a methodology
rather than a tool, and 3) the primary user of the technology is the individual software engineer.

Table 4-1 shows the percentage of our sample population of organizational units that have I
passed through each stage of the adoption process for structured programming. For this tech-
nology, the stages were:

1. Pre-acquisition, in other words going through an approval process for using structured
programming within the organization.

2. Developing structured programming capabilities, that is, those tasks which enable the or-
ganization to use structured programming, such as training and/or hiring personnel. 3

3. Using structured programming for a pilot or test project in order to assess the usefulness
of the technology before finally committing the organization to it.

4. Using structured programming in a production environment, for any complete software-
development projects, rather than on a trial basis.

Stage Percentage

Pre-acquisition 100%
Develop capabilities 85%
Trial 43% I
Production 81%

Table 4-1: Percentage of Organizations That Have Passed Through Each Stage of the 3
Adoption Process for Structured Programming.

The table should be read as follows: of the total sample of participants, 43% of the organiza-
tions passed through trial.

Clearly, for structured programming, a methodological innovation, organizations often do not
try out the technology in a limited-use situation before using it In a full-production environment.
The reader should note that 1C00% of the organizations will always have passed through the I
pre-acquisition stage (they will have considered adopting the innovation), since this was used
as a pre-screening criterion.

Table 4-2 shows both average time and the range of time at which organizational units passed
through each stage of the adoption process for structured programming. Participants were
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asked for the year in which structured programming was first adopted (used or capabilities de-
veloped) in the organization, by stage.

U Stage Average Time Range

Develop capabilities early 1980 1969-1987
Trial early 1980 1970-1987
Production mid 1980 1970-1988

Table 4-2: Time of Adoption by Stage

Note that, overall, there is not much spread found between the time organizations first decided
to dev3lop capabilities for using structured programming and the time it was first used in a pro-
duction environment (an average of slightly more than a year elapsed between developing ca-
pabilities and use in production). This may occur because using structured programming in-
itially in a production environment involves relatively low amounts of risk versus many other
innovations. Adoption involves no capital expenditure, and, since it is a mature technology, late
adopters may already be well informed as to the benefits of using structured programming.

4.1. Primary Advocate for Developing Structured
Programming Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the extent to which different levels in the
organization served as the primary advocate for developing capabilities for using structured
programming. Later we analyze the effects of support from different organization levels on the
adoption process. Figure 4-1 shows the percentage of organizational respondents who indi-
cated that the primary advocate for using structured programming was 1) top management, 2)
middle management, 3) technical staff, or 4) broad-based support of technical management or
staff.

Technical Staff Broad-Based Support
23.1% 26.1%

Middle Management 0Top Management

35.4% 15.4%

Figure 4-1: Primary Advocate for Developing Structured Programming Capabilities
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4.2. Organizations' Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Another aspect of this research was the investigation of organizations' use of various transition 3
mechanisms to aid in the transference of structured programming within the organizatic;i. The
transition mechanisms are:

1. Structured programming training prepared by in-house personnel.

2. Structured programming training prepared by outside personnel.

3. Sending personnel to seminars or conferences.

4. Providing written documentation about structured programming or articles about

structured programming from technical or scholarly journals.

5. Visits to other organizations where structured programming is used.

6. Tools to aid transition. 3
Table 4-3 shows, overall, the percentage of organizations' resources allocated to the different
transition mechanisms during the structured programming adoption process, as well as the
range found across organizations.

Transition Mechanism Mean % Range I
Training prepared by in-house personnel 42.5 0-100
Training prepared by outside personnel 9.0 0-70
Seminars & conferences 10.4 0-40
Written documentation 22.8 0-80
Visits to other organizations 2.9 0-25 I
Tools to aid transition 12.9 0-70

Table 4-3: Percentage of Organizations' Resources Allocated to Different Transition I
Mechanisms During Structured Programming Adoption Process

Table 4-3 shows the percentage of organizational resources used by the different transition
mechanisms. Because of the difference in cost and effort to the organization involved in using

these mechanisms, it does not tell us the extent to which each mechanism was used during the
adoption process. We therefore asked participants to tell us to what extent their own organiza-
tion provided each of these several types of transition mechanisms to users of structured pro-
gramming, at each stage In the adoption process. Participants answered by responding with

any number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "the mechanism was not at all provided", and 7 means
"tie mechanism was provided to a very great extent."

Figure 4-2 shows the mean responses for each transition mechanism at each stage.
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pre-acquisition developing capabilities trial use production use

__ 3 __

itraining training seminars wnitten visits to tools to aid

prepared prepared and documenta- other transition
Iin-house outside conferences tion organiza-

tions

I Figure 4-2: Extant to Which Various Transition Mechanisms Are Used at Different

Stages in the Adoption Process for Structured Programming

Witineach stage, comparing the different transition mechanisms, note that there are signifi-
i cat dffernce in he xten towhich different transition mechanisms are used within eachI stage. During pre-acquistlton and developing capability stages, written documentation is the

most used transition mechanism. During trial and production stages, training prepared by in-
I house personnel is the most used transition mechanism. Visits to other organizations are used

to the least extent of any transition mechanisms, at each stage.
S~Comparing each transition mechanism across stages, we can see that:

I • Training prepared by in-house personnel are used most during trial and least
_- during the pre-acquisition stage.

- • Training prepared by outside personnel is used most during trial and least
during production stage.

- • Seminars and conferences are used most during pre-acquisitlon and least
- ~ during production (p < .0 1).

I • Written documentation is used most during pre-acquisition and least during
production (p < .05).

II • Visits to other organizations are used most during pre-acquisition and least
duding production (p < .05).
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* Tools to aid transition are u3ed most during production and least during
pre-acquisition (p - .1).

4.3. The Adoption Process and the Determinants of
Adoption of Structured Programming

Analyses were done to enable us to better understand the determinants of three types of adop-
tion phenomena related to the adoption of structured programming: I

"* Whether or not the organization has passed through an adoption stage
(the adopt or not adopt decision for each stage in the adoption process).

"• The smoothness of the adoption process. at each stage.

"* The time at which the organization initially enters each stage in the adoption process
(early versus later adoption behavior).

4.3.1. Pass Through Adoption Stage

The diffusion literature has often modeled and empirically tested the organization's adopt or
not-adopt decision for the innovation. In this study, we expand the empirical analysis by sepa-
rating the adoption decision by stage in the process. As described previously, the stages used
in the structured programming portion of the study are 1) pre-acquisition, 2) developing capa-
bilities, 3) trial use of structured programming, and 4) use of structured programming in a pro-
duction environment. Whether or not an organization has passed through one of these adop-
tion phases is conceptualized as being a function of four classes of variables:

1. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of struc-
tured programming capabilities.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using structured program-
ming.

3. Whether the organization has passed through an earlier stage In the adoption process.
For example. trial Is not a necessary precondition for using structured programming in full
production. However, we would hypothesize that going through trial would Increase the I
probability of going through production.

4. The time at which the organization passed through an earlier stage. For a mature tech-
nology such as structured programming, we would predict that those organizations that
passed through the prior stages at an earlier time would be more likely to have passed
through later stages.

As Table 4-1 shows, most of the organizations in our sample population have already devel-
oped capabilities for using structured programming. Therefore, we limited the analysis to 1) II
adopting structured programming in a limited-use, trial situation and 2) adopting structured pro-gramming for a regular production project.
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4.3.1.1. Adopting Structured Programming In a Trial Situation

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing structured programming capabilities was top man-
agement, the organization was more likely to pass through trial (p < .1). When the primary ao-
vocate for developing structured programming capabilities was middle management, the or-
ganization was less likely to pass through trial (p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

a. In those organizations where colleagues in other organizations told them about the ad-
vantages of using structured programming, the organization was more likely to pass
through trial (p a .05).

b. When competitors wore developing structured programming capabilities, organizations
were more likely to pass through trial (p < .05).

c. Belief that use of structured programming is appropriate for software engineering tasks is
associated with an organization being less likely to have used structured programming
for trial (p < .05).

d. Belief that structured programming is more appropriate for military than commercial appli-
cations is associated with an organization being more likely to have used structured pro-
gramming for trial (p < .05).

e. Belief that use of structured programming does not yield sufficient economic benefits is
associated with an organization being more likely to have used structured programming
for trial (p < .01).

Note that the above beliefs support the notion that trial use of an innovation may be thought of
as a device for reducing risk and uncertainty.

Pass Through Earlier Stage

I This was not applicable since most of the organizations had developed structured program-
ming capabilities.

Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

Timing was not statistically significant in this analysis.

4.3.1.2. Adopting Structured Programming In a Production Situation

Primary Advocate

The organizational level of the primary advocate for developing structured programming capa-
bilities was only marginally significant In this analysis. When the primary advocate for develop-
ing structured programming capabilities was from middle management, the organization was
less likely to use structured programming in a production environment. When there w,:s broad-

I
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based support, the organization was more likely to use structured programming for production I
(p < .1).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

a. In those organizations where software engineers working in the organization told people
in the organization about the desirability of using structured prograrnming, the organiza-
tion was more likely to pass through production (p < .05).

b. When it was believed that use of structured programming is compatible with software en- l
gineering practice in the organization, the organization was more likely to use structured
programming for production (p < .05).

c. Belief that organizations that develop structured programming capabilities within the next
year will be perceived as being leaders in software development is associated with an
organization being less likely to have used structured programming for production (p < I
.05). This apparent anomaly can probably be explained by the maturity of the technology.

d. Belief that structured programming may have technical problems which should be ironed
out is associated with an organization being less likely to have used structured program-
ming for production (p < .01).

e. Belief that maintenance costs of software developed using structured programming is un-
acceptably high is associated with an organization being less likely to have used SP for
production (p < .01).

f. Belief that structured programming does not yield sufficient economic benefits for the
company is associated with an organization being less likely to have used structured pro-
gramming for production (p < .05).

g. Belief that technical staff are heavily committed to old software development methods
which they feel work very well for them is associated with an organization being less likelyto have used structured programming for production (p < .01).

h. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical value of using structured pro- I
gramming is associated with an organization being less likely to have used structured
programming for production (p < .01).

i. Belief that technical staff have no motivation to adopt structured programming since
benefits would be realized only at corporate level is associated with an organization being
less likely to have used structured programming for production (p < .01).

J. When there is a belief that technical staff feel that they are being used as "guinea pigs in a
management or government experiment," then the organization is less likely to have
used structured programming for production (p < .01).

Pass Through Earlier Stage I
Having passed through trial was not a contributing factor.
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Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

The earlier the organization developed structured programming capabilities, the more likely it
was to pass through production (p < .01).

4.3.2. Smoothness of the Adoption Process

I The second dependent adoption measure anal,.---ed for structured programming is the
"smoothness" of the adoption process at each ot tne previously described stages. The
smootnness of the adoption process at a specific stage is conceptualized as a function of the
following:

a. The extent to which the organization has used various transition mechanisms, both at
this stage, and at earlier stages in the adoption process.

b. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of struc-
tured programming capabilities.

c. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages; a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages (e.g., when structured programming capabilities are being de-
veloped) should lead to a smoother adoption at later stages.

d. The time at which the organization is passing through this stage in the adoption process.

e. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

An analysis of smoothness of adopting structured programming at different phases was done
for three phases: 1) developing structured programming capabilities, 2) trial, and 3) production.

I 4.3.2.1. Smoothness of Developing Structured Programming Capabilities

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

I During the pre-acquisition stage, use of visits to organizations where structured programming
Is used is associated with a smoother adoption process (p < .05). While structured program-
ming capabilities are being developed, more extensive use of written documentation is associ-

I ated with a less smooth adoption process (p = .05).

Primary Advocato

i When the primary advocate for developing structured programming capabilities is made up of
broad-based support, then developing structured programming capabilities tends to be
smoother (p < .01).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not applicable to this analysis.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of developing structured programming capabilities did not significantly affect smooth-
ness.
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Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable to this analysis.

4.3.2.2. Smoothness of Using Structured Programming In Trial

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

During the pro-acquisition stage, more extensive use of visits to organizations where structured
programming is used Is associated with a smoother adoption process (p < .05). While struc- I
tured programming capabilities are being developed, more extensive use of structured pro-
gramming training prepared by outside personnel is associated with a less smooth adoption
process (p < .01). Sending personnel to seminars and conferences during this stage, however,
is associated with a smoother adoption process (p <.01). Sending personnel to seminars and
conferences is associated with smoother use of structured programming in trial (p < .05).

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing structured programming capabilities is top manage-
ment (p <.05) or broad-based support (p < .1) then using structured programming in a trial situ-
ation tends to be smoother. When the primary advocate is someone from technical staff, then
the adoption process tends to be less smooth (p < .05).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of structured programming capabilities is associated with smoother
use of structured programming in trial situations (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using structured programming in trial situations did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of developing structured programming capabilities did not affect smoothness. I
4.3.2.3. Smoothness of Using Structured Programming for Production

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

The only transition mechanism which affected smoothness of using structured programming
for production tasks was extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel. When used
extensively during the trial or production stage, this is associated with a less smooth adoption
process (p < .05).

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate was a member of technical staff, use of structured programming for
production tended to be less smooth (p < .05). Broad-based support is associated with
smoother use of structured programming for production (p < .05).
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Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of structured programming capabilities (p < .01) and smoother use of
structured programming in trial (p < .01) is associated with smoother use of structured pro-
gramming in a production environment.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using structured programming in production situations did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of passing through earlier phases did not affect smoothness.

4.3.3. Timing of Initial Entry into Stage

The third type of dependent measure analyzed in this study is the organization's timing of adop-
tion of structured programming at each phase in the adoption process. Time of adoption is
conceptualized as being a function of the following sets of variables:

1. the organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of struc-
tured programming capabilities;

2. the organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using structured program-

3. the time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process;
and

4. the smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages should lead to earlier entry into later stages.

4.3.3.1. Time Structured Programming Capabilities Were Developed

Primary Advocate

Organizations in which the primary advocate for developing capabilities is middle management
tend to develop structured programming capabilities later than other organizations (p < .01).
Broad-based support Is associated with earlier development of structured prcgramming capa-
bilities (p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

a. Belief that organizations that develop structured programming capabi'lties within the nextyear will be perceived as being leaders In software development is associated with an
organization developing structured programming capabilities later (p < .05).

kb. Belief that structured programming may have technical problems which should be Ironed
out is associated with later development of structured programming capabilities (p < .01).
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c. Belief that training costs to instruct users of structured programming a e steep is associ-
ated with later development of structured programming capabilities (< .01).

d. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting structured programming is less favorable
to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with iater develop-
ment of structured programming capabilities (p < .01).

e. Belief that maintenance costs of software developed using structured programming is un-
acceptably high is associated with an organization developing structured programming I
capabilities later (p < .01).

f. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time
to learn structured programming methods is associated with later development of struc-
tured przc,,. ý Tnming capabilities (p < .001).

g. When there is a belief that developing capabilities for using structured programming inter-

feres with ongoing development processes then the organization is likely to develop
structurad programming capabilities later (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable to this analysis.

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable to this analysis.

4.3.3.2. Time Structured Prog,'amming Was Used for Trial I
Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for dtveloping structured programming capabilities was from mid-
dle management, the organization tended to use structured programming for trial later (p < .05).
When there was broad-based support, the organization tended to use structured programming
for trial earlier (p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming I
a. When software engineers working in the organization told people about the desirability of

using structured programming, then the organization tended to use structured program- I
ming for a trial project earlier (p < .01).

b. Belief that organizations that develop structured programming capabilities within the next I
year will be perceived as being leaders in software development is associated with an
organization using structured programming for trial later (p < .05).

c. Belief that structured programming may have technical problems which should be ironed
out is associated with later use of structured programming for trial (p < .001). 1
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d. Belief that training costs to instruct users of structured programming are steep is associ-
ated with later use of structured programming for trial (p < .001).

e. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting structured programming is lest, favorable
to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with later use of
structured programming for trial (p < .05).

f. Belief that maintenance costs of software developed using structured programming is un-
acceptably high is associated with an organization using structured programming for trial
later (p - .01).

g. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical value of structured program-
ming is associated with later use of structured programming for trial (p < .05).

h. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time
to learn structured programming methods is associated with later use of structured pro-
gramming for trial (p <.01).

I. When there is a belief that developing capabilities for using structured programming inter-
feres with ongoing development processes then the organization is likely to use struc-
tured programming for trial later (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization develops structured programming capabilities, the earlier it uses
structured programming in a trial situation (p < .001).

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoothness of developing structured programming capabilities did not affect time of trial.

4.3.3.3. Time Structured Programming Was Used In Production

Primary Advocate

Organizations in which the primary advocate for developing structured programming capabili-
ties is middle management tend to use structured programming for a production project later
than other organizations (p <.01). When there is broad-based support, the organization tends
to use structured programming for production somewhat earlier (p <.1). It is interesting to note,
however, that a middle management "champion" for developing structured programming capa-
bilities is associated with later passage through each phase; it Is also associated with less
elapsed time between developing capabilities and using structured programming in production
(p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

a. Belief that structured prcgramming may have technical problems which should be ironed
out is associated with later use of structured programming for production (p < .001).
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b. Belief that training costs to instruct users of structured programming are steep is associ-
ated with later use of structured programming for production (p C .01).

c. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting structured programming is less favorable
to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with later use of
structured programming for production (p < .01).

d. Belief that maintenance costs of software developed using structured programming is un-
acceptably high is associated with an organization using structured programming for pro- I
duction later (p < .01).

e. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time
to learn structured programming methods is associated with later use of structured pro-
gramming for production (p < .01). •

f. When there is a belief that developing capabilities for using structured programming inter-
feres with ongoing development processes then the organization is likely to use struc-
tured programming for production later (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization develops structured programming capabilities and uses structured I
programming in a trial situation, the earlier it uses structured programming for production jobs
(p < .01). 1

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoothness of developing structured programming capabilities and using structured program-
ming in a trial situation did not affect time of production.

4.4.Time of Adoption and Transition Mechanisms Used I

Finally, we note that extensive use of various transition mechanisms are associated with early
or late adoption of structured programming at different stages in the adoption process. We re-
port these findings without comment.

4.4.1. Developing Structured Programming Capabilities i
1. Extensive use of written documentation during pro-acquisition is associated with earlier

development of structured programming capabilities (p < .05).

2. Extensive use of seminars and conferences while structured programming capabilities
are developed is associated with earlier development of structured programming capa-
bilities (p < .05).

3. More extensive use of training developed by outside personnel while structured program- i
ming capabilities are developed is associated with later development of structured pro-
gramming capabilities (p < .05).
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4.4.2. Using Structured Programming in a Trial Situation

Extensive use of training developed by outside personnel while structured programming capa-
bilities are developed Is associated with later use of structured programming for trial (p < .05).

4.4.3. Using Structured Programming in Production

1. More extensive use of seminars and conferences during pre-acquisition (p < .05) and
while structured programming capabilities are developed (p < .01) is associated with ear-
lier use of structured programming for production.

2. More extensive use of written documentation during pre-acquisition is associated with
earlier use of structured programming for production (p < .05).

3. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during production is asso-
ciated with earlier use of structured programming for production.

4. More extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel during production is asso-
ciated with later use of structured programming for production (p < .05).

5. More extensive use of seminars and conferences and visits to other organizations during
production is associated with earlier use of structured programming for production
(p < .05).

4.5. Summary

Table 4-4 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the organiza-
tional level of the primary advocate on the adoption of structured programming. The table
shows the impact (positive, negative, or no effect) of top, middle, and technical management as
well as broad-based support on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of structured pro-
gramming during each stage of adoption.

Table 4-4 can be read as follows: The primary advocacy of top management was significantly
associated with ease of using structured programming for a trial project. Primary advocacy of
middle management had no significant influence on ease of moving through adoption stages.
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Movement Timing Ease

Top 0 0 + trial

- develop capabilities
+ develop capabilities - trial

Middle - production - production 0
- trial

Technical + develop capabilities 0 - production

+ develop capabilities + develop capabilities

Broad- + develop capabilities + trial + trial
based + production + production + production

Table 4-4: Level of Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Structured Programming -I

I
i

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 4-5 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the extensive
use of the various transition mechanisms on the adoption of structured programming. The table
shows the significant association (positive, negative, no relationship) of training (in-house and
outside) seminars, written documentation, site visits, and tools or, the movement, timing, and
ease of adoption of structured programming during each stage of adoption.

I __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Movement Timing Ease

I ~ Training
prepared
in-house 0 + production 0

Training
prepared - develop capabilities - trial

m outside + trial - trial - production

Seminars & + develop capabilities SConferences + trial + production + trial

Written + develop capabilities
Documents 0 + production 0

+ develop capabilities
Site Visits + trial + production + trial

+ develop capabilities
Tools + production 0 - 0

Table 4-5: Relationship Between Transition Mechanisms and Structured Programming
Adoption Criteria

Table 4-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of site visits Is associated with earlier use of
structured programming for production projects. The reader should note that examining the
data in greater depth suggests that extensive use of tools seems most effective when used
during pre-acquisitVon, while developing capabilities and during trial stages.
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5. Program Design Languages

Sixty participants responded to questions about their organization's (business unit) use of pro-
gram design languages (PDLs). This innovation differs from other innovations studied in that: 1)
it is more mature than some other software engineering innovations, 2) it is a tool rather than a
methodology, and 3) the primary user of the technology is the Individual software engineer.

Table 5-1 shows the percentage of our sample population of organizational units that have
passed through each stage of the adoption process for program design languages. For thistechnology, the stages were:

1. Pre.acquisition, in other words going through an approval process for using program de-
sign languages within the organization.

2. Developing program design language capability, that is those tasks which enable the or- I
ganization to use program design languages, such as training and/or hiring personnel.

3. Using program design languages for a pilot or test project in order to asses the usefulness I
of the technology before finally committing the organization to it.

4. Using program design languages in a production environment for any complete software- !

development projects, rather than on a trial basis.

Stage Percentage .

Pre-acquisition 100%
Develop capabilities 85%
Trial 43%
Production 78%

Table 5-1: Percentage of Organizations That Have Passed Through Each Stage of the
Adoption Process for Program Design Languages.

The table should be read as follows: of the total sample of participants, 43% of the organiza-

tions passed through trial. 3
For program design languages, organizations often do not try out the technology in a limited-
use situation before using it in a full-production environment. The reader should note that 100%
of the organizations will always have passed through the pre-acquisition stage (they will have
considered adopting the innovation), since this was used as a pre-screening criterion.

Table 5-2 shows both average time and the range of time at which organizational units passed I
through each stage of the adoption process for program design languages. Participants were
asked for the year in which program design languages were first adopted (used or capabilities

developed) in the organization, by stage.
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Stage Average Time Range
Develop capabilities early-mid 1981 1960-1 986
Trial early 1982 1970-1987
Production mid 1982 1970-1988

Table 5-2: Time of Adoption by Stage

Note that, overall, there is not much spread between the time the organization first decided to
develop capabilities for using program design languages and the time program design lan-
guages were first used in a production environment (on average, approximately one year). This
may occur because using program design languages initially in a production environment in-
volves relatively low amounts of risk versus many other innovations. Adoption involves low lev-
els of capital expenditure, and, since it is a mature technology, late adopters may already be
well informed as to the benefits of using program design languages.

5.1.Primary Advocate for Developing Program Design
Language Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the extent to which different levels in the
organization served as the primary advocate for developing capabilities for using program de-
sign languages. Later we analyze the effects of support from different organization levels on the
adoption process. Figure 5-1 shows the percentage of organizational respondents who indi-
cated that the primary advocate for using program design languages was 1) top management,
2) middle management, 3) technical staff, or 4) broad-based support of technical management
or staff.

"Broad-Based Support
20.8%

Technical Staff ,43.4o/o 43.4 I II ITop Management
V 3.8%

Middle Management
32.1%

Figure 5-1: Primary Advocate for Developing Program Design Language Capabilities

The reader should note that, unlike some of our other technologies, the primary advocate for
developing program design language capabilities is almost never top management. Technical
staff are the dominant influencers for this technology.
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5.2. Organizations' Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Another aspect of this research was the investigation of organizations' use of various transition

mechanisms to aid in the transference of program design languages within the organization.

The transition mechanisms are:

1. Training prepared by in-house personnel.

2. Training prepared by outside personnel. U
3. Sending personnel to seminars or conferences to learn about program design lan-

guages. I

4. Providing written documentation about program design languages or articles about pro-

gram design languages from technical or scholarly journals. U
5. Visits to other organizations where program design languages are used.

6. Tools to aid transition to program design languages.

Table 5-3 shows, overall, the percentage of organizations' resources allocated to the different

transition mechanisms during the program design languages adoption process, as well as the
range found across organizations.

Transition Mechanism Mean % Range

Training prepared by in-house personnel 35.0 0-100
Training prepared by outside personnel 8.1 0-45

Seminars & conferences 10.4 0-100

Written documentation 29.2 0-100 5
Visits to other organizations 2.9 0-60
Tools to aid transition 14.4 0-75 5

Table 5-3: Percentage of Organizations' Resources Allocated to Different Transition
Mechanisms During Program Design Language Adoption Process !

Table 5-3 shows the percentage of organizational resources used by the different transition

mechanisms. Because of the difference in cost and effort to the organization involved in using

these mechanisms It does not, therefore, tell us the extent to which each mechanism was used

during the adoption process.

We asked participants to tell us to what extent their own organization provided each of these

several types of transition mechanisms to users of program design languages at each stage in

the adoption process. Participants answered by responding with any number from I to 7,

where 1 means "the mechanism was not at all provided", and 7 means "the mechanism was
provided to a very great extent."
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Figure 5-2 shows the mean responses for each transition mechanism, at each stage.

pro-acquisition developing capabilities trial use production use

*5
* 4

3 I

2 2

0 r.,, AL.

training training seminars written visits to tools to aid
prepared prepared and documenta- other transition
in-house outside conferences tion organiza-

tions

Figure 5-2: Extent to Which Various Transition Mechanisms Are Used at Different Stages
in the Adoption Process for Program Design Languages

Within each stage, comparing the different transition mechanisms, nos that there are signifi-
cant differences in the extent to which different transition mechanisms are used within each
stage. During the pre-acquisition stage written documentation is the most used transition
mechanism. While developing capabilities 'or using program design languages, both written
documentation and training prepared by in-house personnel are used equally. During tnal and
production stages, training prepared by in-house personnel is the most used transition mecha-
nism. Visits to other organizations are used to the least extent of any transition mechanisms, at
each stage.

Comparing each transition mechanism across stages, we can see that:

* Training prepared by in-house personnel is used most during production and least during
the pro-acquisition stage.

a Training prepared by outside personnel is used most during trial and least during produc-
tion stage.

o Seminars and conferences are used most during pro-acquisition and while developing
capabilities and least during production (p <c .01).

o Written documentation is used most during pro-acquisition and when capabilities are be-
ing developed, and least during trial and production (p < .05).
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I
" Visits to other organizations are used most during pre-acquisition and least during pro-

duction (p < .1).

" Tools to aid transition are used most during production and least during pre-acquisition.

5.3. The Adoption Process and The Determinants of
Adoption of Program Design Languages

Analyses were done to enable us to better understand the determinants of three types of adop-
tion phenomena related to the adoption of program design languages. These are:

1. Whether or not the organization has passed through an adoption stage (the adopt or not
adopt decision for each stage in the adoption process). 3

2. The smoothness of the adoption process, at each stage.

3. The time at which the organization initially enters each stage in the adoption process 3
(early versus later adoption behavior).

5.3.1. Pass Through Adoption Stage I
The organization's decision to adopt or not adopt the innovation has been empirically studied
previously, although not for technologies such as program design languages. In this study we
extend the empirical analysis by separating out the adoption decision by stage in the process.
As described previously, the stages used in the program design languages portion of the study
are 1) pre-acquisition, 2) developing capabilities, 3) trial use of program design languages, and
4) use of program design languages in a production environment. Whether or not an organiza-
tion has passed through one of these adoption phases is conceptualized as being a function of
five classes of variables:

1. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of program

design language capability.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using program design lan-
guages.

3. Whether the organization has passed through an earlier stage in the adoption process.
For example, trial is not a necessary pre-condition for using program design languages in
full production.

4. The time at which the organization passed through an earlier stage. For a mature tech-
nology like program design languages, we would predict that those organizations that 3
passed through the prior stages at an earlier time would be more likely to have passed
through later stages.
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As shown in Table 5-1, most of the organizations in our sample population have already devel-
oped capabilities for using program design languages. Therefore, we limited this analysis to 1)
adopting program design languages in a limited-used, trial, situation and 2) adopting program
design languages for a regular production project.

5.3.1.1. Adopting Program Design Languages In a Trial Situation

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing program design language capability was technical
staff, the organization was more likely to go through trial (p < .05). When the primary advocate
was a member of top management, the organization was somewhat less likely to pass through

i trial (p < .1 ).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Program Design Languages

a. In those organizations where software engineers in the organization told others about the
desirability of having program design language capability, the organization was more
likely to pass through trial (p c .05).

I b. When competitors were developing program design language capability, organization
were more likely to pass through trial (p < .05).

c. The belief that training costs for the introduction of program design languages are steep is
associated with passing through triaJ (p <.05). Note that trial reduces risk in this situation.

d. When there is a belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot
easily take time to learn program design languages then the organization is more likely to
pass through trial (p < .05).

e. Belief that technical staff feel that they are being used as "guinea pigs in a management
or government experiment" is associated with greater likelihood of trial (p < .05).

f. Belief that developing program design language capability interferes with on-going devel-
opment processes is associated with the organization being more likely to use program
design languages for trial (p < .01).

Pass Through Earler Stage

This was not applicable since most of the organizations had developed program design lan-
guage capability.

I Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

Timing was not statistically significant in this analysis.

I 5.3.1.2. Adopting Program Design Languages In A Production Situation

Primary Advocate

I The organizational level of the primary advocate for developing program design language ca-
pability was not significant in this analysis.

C
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Perceived Relative Advantages of Program Design Languages

a. In those organizations where software engineers working in the organization told people I
in the organization about the desirability of using program design languages, the organi-
zation was more likely to pass through production (p <.05). -

b. When it was believed that use of program design languages is compatible with software
engineering practice in the organization, the organization was more likely to have used
program design languages for production (p < .05).

c. When it was believed that developing program design language capability will cause an
organization to be more likely to be granted government contracts, the organization was I
more likely to have used program design languages for production (p < .05).

d. Belief that program design languages are appropriate tools for software engineering 3
tasks is associated with increased likelihood of passing through the production stage
(p < .05).

e. Those organizations that believe that personnel familiar with other software design meth-
ods can easily be trained to use program design languages were more likely to have
passed through production(p < .05).

f. Organizations that believe the cost-t(;-benefit ratio of adopting program design lan-
guages is less favorable to the adopting company than outside developers realize are
less likely to pass through production (p< .01).

g. Belief that performance quality of program design languages is too low to justify develop-
ing a program design languages capability is associated with organizations being less
likely to pass through production (p < .001).

h. Belief that program design languages does not yield sufficient economic benefits for the

company is associated witi' an organization being less likely to have used program de-
sign languages for production (p < .001).

i. Belief that return on investment for program design languages is too long term is associ-
ated with an organization being less likely to have used program design languages for
production (p < .001).

j. When there Is a belief that technical staff feel that they are being used as guinea pigs in a

management or government experiment, then the organization is less likely to have used
program design languages for production (p < .01).

Pass Through Earlier Stage

Having passed through trial was not a contributing factor. 3
Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

Timing of passing through earlier stages was not a contributing factor. 3
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5.3.2. Smoothness of the Adoption Process

The second dependent adoption measure analyzed for program design languages is the
"smoothness" of the adoption process at each of the previously described stages. The smooth-
ness of the adoption process at a specific stage is conceptualized as a function of:

1. The extent to which the organization has used various transition mechanisms, both at this
stage, and at earlier stages in the adoption process.

2. The organIzational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of program
design language capability.

3. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages; a smoother adoption

process at earlier stages.

4. The time at which the organization is passing through this stage in the adoption process.

5. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages In the adoption process.

An analysis of smoothness of adopting program design languages at different phases was
done for three phases: 1) developing program design language capability, 2) trial, and 3) pro-
duction.

5.3.2.1. Smoothness of Developing Program Design Language Capability

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Use of transition mechanisms was not associated with smoothness of developing program de-
sign language capability at a sufficient level of significance.

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing program design language capability Is made up of
broad-based support, then developing program design language capability tends to bM
smoother(p < .01). When the primary advocate for developing program design language capa-
bility Is a member of the technical staff, developing program design language capability tends to
be less smooth (p < .01).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not applicable.

Time OrganizAtIon Passed Through This Stage

Timing of developing program design language capability did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable.
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5.3.2.2. Smoothness of Using Program Design Languages In Trial U
Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

During the pre-acquisition stage, more extensive use of visits to organizations where program
design languages are use4  a.ssciated with a smoother adoption process (p < .05). While
program design language ' ,ty' cy are being developed, more extensive use of visits to other I
organizations Is associate •, a less smooth adoption process (p < .05). The transition
mechanism used during triai .. -n affects the smoothness of using program design languages
in trial Is written documentation (p < .05). More extensive use leads to less smooth trial adop-
tion.

Primary Advocate I
No statistically significant relationship was found. II
Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of program design language capability is associated with smoother use
of program design languages in trial situations (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using program design languages in trial situations did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages 3
Timing of deve~oping program design language capability did not affect smoothness.

5.3.2.3. Smoothness of Using Program Design Lnguages for Production

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

More extensive ,se of training prepared by In-house personnel during all stages In the adoption
process is associated with smoother adoption of program design languages in a production
environment. More extensive use of training prapared by outside personnel during the produc-
tion stage (p < .05) and extensive use of written documentation during the production stage
(p < .05) are associated with smoother use of program design languages in production.

Primary Advocate I
Broad-based support for the development of program design language capability is associated
with increased smoothness of using program design languages in production (p c .05).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage
Smoother development of program design language capability (p <.01) and trial use (p < .05) Is I
associated with smoother use of program design languages In a production environment.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage I
Timing of using program design languages in earlier stages did not affect smoothness.
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Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of passing through earlier phases did not affect smoothness.

5.3.3. Timing of Initial Entry into Stage

The third type of dependent measure analyzed in this study is the organization's timing of adop-
tion of program design languages at each phase in the adoption process. Time of adoption is
conceptualized as being a function of the following sets of variables:

1. The organizational level support of the primary advocate for the development of program
design language capability.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using program design lan-
guages.

3. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

4. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages should lead to earlier entry into later stages.

5.3.3.1. Time Program Design Language Capabilities Were Developed

Primary Advocate

The level in the organization of the primary advocate for developing program design language
capability did not affect timing of developing capabilities.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Program Design Languages

a. In tbose organizations where belief that program design languages will be mandated for
future government contracts was relevant to the decision making process, program de-
sign language capabilities were developed later (p < .05).

b. In those organizations where software engineers working In the organization told people
in the organization about the desirability of using program design languages, the organi-
zation was more likely to develop program design language capability eariier(p < .01).

c. In those situation where colleagues in other organizations told people about the advan-
tages of using program design languages, organizations tended to develop program de-
sign language capability earlier than at other organizations (p < .05).

d. When it, was believed that use of program design languages is compatible with software
engineering practice in the organization, the organization was more likely to have devel-
oped program design language capability earlier (p < .05).

e. Belief that program design languages may have technical problems which should be
ironed out is associated with later development of program design language capability
(p < .05).
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f. Belief that training costs to instruct users of program design languages are steep is asso-
ciated with later development of program design language capability (p < .01).

g. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting program design languages Is less favor-
able to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with later de-
velopment of program design language capability (p < .01).

h. Belief that performance quality of program design languages is too low to justify develop-
ing a program design languages capability is associated with later development of pro- 1
gram design language capability (p < .01).

i. Belief that use of program design languages does not yield sufficient economic benefits 3
for the company is associated with later development of program design language capa-
bility (p <.01).

j. Belief that return on investment for program design languages is too long term is associ-
ated with later development of program design language capability (p < .05).

k. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical value of using program design
languages is associated later development of program design language capability
(p < .05). 5

1. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time
to learn program design languages methods is associated with later development of pro-
gram design language capability (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages 3
Not applicable.

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable.

5.3.3.2. Time Program Design Languages were Used for Trial

Primary Advocate

The position of the primary advocate for developing program design language capability did not
affect time of trial for program design languages.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Program Design Languages

a. When software engineers working in the organization told people thereabout the desir-
ability of using program design languages, then the organization tended to use program
design languages for a trial project earlier (p < .01).

b. When colleagues in other organizations Inform the organization about advantages of us- I
Ing program design languages, the organization tended to use program design lan-
guages for a trial project earlier (p < .01).
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c. Belief that training costs to instruct users of program design languages are steep is asso-
ciated with later use of program design languages for trial (p < .05).

d. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting program design languages is less favor-
able to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with later use
of program design languages for trial (p < .05).

e. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical value of program design lan-
guages is associated with later use of program design languages for trial (p < .05).

I f. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time
to learn program design language methods is associated with later use of program design
languages for trial (p < .01).

g. When there is a belief that developing capabilities for using program design languages
interferes with on-going development processes then the organization is likely to use pro-
gram design languages for trial later (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages
The earlier an organization develops program design language capability, the earlier it uses
program design languages in a trial situation (p < .01).

i Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoothness of developing program design language capability was associated with earlier tral
(p < .1).

5.3.3.3. Time Program Design Languages were Used In Production

Primary Advocate

Organizational level of the primary advocate for developing program design language capabil-
ity did not affect the timing of using program design languages in production.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Program Design Languages

a. When software engineers working in the organization told people thereabout the desir-
ability of using program design languages, then the organization tended to use program
design languages for a production project earlier (p < .01).

b. Belief that use of program design languages is compatible with software engineering
practice in the organization is associated with earlier use of program design languages
for production (p < .05).

c. Belief that program design languages are appropriate tools for software engineering
tasks is associated with earlier use of program design languages for production (p < .05).

d. Belief that personnel familiar with other software design methods can easily be trained to
use program design languages is associated with earlier use of program design lan-
guages for production (p < .05).
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e. Belief that program design languages may have technical problems which should be
ironed out is associated with later use of program design languages for production
(p < .05).

f. Belief that training costs for the introduction of program design languages is steep is as-
sociated with later use of program design languages for production (p < .05).

g. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting program design languages is less favor-
able to the adopting company than outside developers realize is associated with later use 3
of program design languages for production (p < .001).

h. Belief that performance quality of program design languages is too low to justify develop-
ing a program design languages capability is associated with later use of program design
languages for production (p < .01).

i. Belief that use of program design languages does n.',i. yield sufficient economic benefits is m
associated with later use of program design languages for production (p < .001).

J. Belief that return on investment for program design languages is too long term is associ- l
ated with later use of program design languages for production (p < .05)..

k. Belief that technical staff feel that they are being used as "guineapigs in a management or
government experlment" is associated with later use of program design languages for
production (p < .05).

1. Belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot easily take time I
to learn program design languages methods is associated with later use of program de-
sign languages for production (p - .01). 3

m.When there is a belief that developing capabilities for using program design languages
interferes with on-going development processes then the organization is likely to use pro- 3
gram design languages for production later (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages 5
The earlier an organization develops program design language capability and uses program
design languages in a trial situation, the earlier it uses program design languages for production
jobs (p < .01).

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages
Smoothness of developing program design language capability and using program design lan-
guages in a trial situation did not affect time of using program design languages in production.

5.4. Time of Adoption and Transition Mechanisms Used
Finally, we note that extensive use of various transition mechanisms are associated with early 3
or late adoption of program design languages at different stages in the adoption process. We
report these findings without comment. 3
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15.4.1. Developing Program Design Language Capability

Extensive use of in-house training while developing program design language capabilities was
associated with earlier development of program design language capabilities (p < .05).

5.4.2. Using Program Design Languages in a Trial Situation

Specific transition mechanisms were not significantly associated with timing of using program
design languages for trial.

5.4.3. Using Program Design Languages in Production

Specific transition mechanisms were not significantly associated with timing of using program
design languages in production.

5.5. Summary

Table 5-4 summarizes the preceding analyses with respect to the overall effect of the organiza-
tional level of the primary advocate on the adoption of program design languages. The table
shows the impact (positive, negative, or no effect) of top, middle, and technical management as
well as broad-based support on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of program design
languages during each stage of adoption.

i Movement Timing Ease

Top - trial 0 0

Middle + develop capabilities 0 0

+ develop capabilities
+ trial 0 - develop capabilities
B+ develop capabilities

based + develop capabilities . 0 + production

Table 5-4: Level Of Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Program Design Languages

I
Table 5-4 can be read as follows: the primary advocacy of top management was significantly
associated with not using program design languages for a pilot project; primary advocacy of top
management had no significant influence on ease of moving through adoption stages.

i
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Table 5-5 summarizes the preceding analyses with respect to the overall effect of the extensive
use of various transition mechanisms on the adoption of program design languages. The table
shows the impact (positive, negative, or no effect) of training (in-house and outside) seminars,
written documentation, site visits, and tools on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of
program design languages during each stage of adoption. • _I

Movement riming Ease 3
Training prepared + develop capabilities
in-house + production + develop capabilities + production

Training prepared + trial
outside - production 0 + production
Seminars and
conferences 0 0 0
Written + production
documents 0 0 - trial 3
Site visits - production 0 - trial

Tools 0 0 0 3
Table 5-5: Relationship Between Transition Mechanisms and PDL Adoption Criteria I

Table 5-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel was
significantly associated with an organization being more likely to use PDLs for trial and less
likely to use PDLs-or production. The reader should note that examining the data in greater
depth suggests that in-house training seems most effective when used during pre-acquisition,

Iwhile develooing capabilities, and during trial.

I
I
I
I
I
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6. Software Cost Models 1
Sixty-one participants responded to questions about their organization's (business unit) use of
software cost models. This innovation differs from other innovations studied in that: 1) it Is less
mature than other software engineering innovations, 2) it Is a software package rather than a
methodology, and 3) the primary user of the technology is the software project administrator. I
Table 6-1 shows the percentage of our sample population of organizational units that have
passed through each stage of the adoption process for software cost models. For this technol-
ogy, the stages were:

1. Pre-acquisition, in other words going through an approval process for using software cost
models within the organization.

2. Development of capabilities to use software cost models, that Is perform those tasks
which enable the organization to use software cost models, such as training.

3. Using software cost models for a pilot or test project in order to assess the usefulness of
the technology before finally committing the organization to it. 3

4. Using software cost models in a production environment, that is for production-develop-
ment projects, rather than on a trial basis. 5

Stage Percentage

Pre-acquisition 100%
Develop capabilities 89%
Trial 59% 1
Production 67%

Table 6-1: Percentage of Organizations That Have Passed Through Each Stage of the
Adoption Process for Software Cost Models U

The table should be read as follows: of the total sample of participants, 59% of the organiza-
tions passed through trial. U
Clearly, for software cost models, organizations do not always try out the technology in a lim-
ited-use (trial) situation before using it in a full-production environment. The reader should note
that 100% of the organizations will always have passed through the pre-acquisition stage (they
will have considered adopting the Innovation), since this was used as a pre-screenlng criterion.
Table 6-2 shows both average time and the range of time at which organizational units passed
through each stage of the adoption process for software cost models. Participants were asked
for the year in which software cost models were first adopted (used or capabilities developed) in 3
the organization, by stage.

Note that, overall, there is not much spread found between the time organizations, as a group,
first decided to develop capabilities for using software cost models and the time they were first
used in a production environment (less than one and a half years, on average). This may occur

I



Stage Average Time Range

Develop capabilities mid 1982 1965-1987
Trial mid 1982 1972-1987
Production early 1983 1965-1987

Table 6-2: Time of Adoption by Stage

because using software cost models initially in a production environment involves relatively low
amounts of risk versus many other innovations. Similarly, adoption of the innovation does not
involve heavy financial investment.

6.1.Primary Advocate for Developing Software Cost
Modeling Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the extent to which different levels in the
organization served as the primary advocate for developing capabilities for using software cost
models. Later we analyze the effects of support from different organization levels on the adop-
tion process. Figure 6-1 shows the percentage of organizational respondents who Indicated
that the primary advocate for using software cost models was 1) top management, 2) middle
management, 3) technical staff, or 4) broad-based support of technical management or staff.

Technical Staff
20.0%

Broad-Based Support
14.5%

Middle Management
49.1% Top Management

16.4%

Figure 6-1: Primary Advocate for Developing Software Cost Modeling Capabilities

The reader should note that in the largest percentage of cases, the primary advocate for devel-
oping software cost modeling capabilities was a middle management person, not someone
from top management. The reader may want to compare these results to those of the other
technologies.
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6.2. Organizations' Use of Different Transition Mechanisms 1
Another aspect of this research was the investigation of organizations' use of various transition 5
mechanisms to aid in the transference of software cost modeling capability within the organiza-
tion. The transition mechanisms are: 5

1. Training in software cost modeling prepared by in-house personnel.

2. Training in software cost modeling prepared by outside personnel.

3. During providing written documentation about software cost models or articles about soft-
ware cost modeling from technical or scholarly journals. 1

4. Visits to other organizations where software cost models are used. Table 6-3 shows,
overall, the percentage of organizations' resources allocated to the different transition
mechanisms during the software cost model adoption process, as well as the range found
across organizations.

Transition Mechanism Mean % Range

Training prepared by In-house personnel 46.9 0-100

Training prepared by outside personnel 16.4 0-75
Written documentation 32.2 0-90
Visits to other organizations 4.5 0-25

Table 6-3: Percentage of Organizations' Resources Allocated to Different Transition
Mechanisms During the Adoption Process for Software Cost Modeling

Table 6-3 presents the percentage of organizational resources allocated to the different transi- I
tion mechanisms for software cost models. Because of the difference in resource allocation and
effort to the organization involved in using these mechanisms it does not, therefore, tell us the
extent to which each mechanism was used during the adoption process.

We therefore asked participants to tell us to what extent their own organization provided each of
these several types of transition mechanisms to users of software cost models at each stage In
the adoption process. Participants answered by responding with any number from I to 7, where
1 means "the mechanism was not at all provided," and 7 means "the mechanism was provided
to a very great extent."

Figure 6-2 shows the mean responses for each transition mechanism, at each stage. 3

I
I
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pre-acquisition developing capabilities trial use production use
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I 5I4

3

i 2

training training written visits to
prepared prepared documenta- other
in-house outside tion organiza-

tions

Figure 6-2: Extent to Which Various Transition Mechanisms Are Used at DifferentI Stages in the Adoption Process for Software Cost Modeling

I
Within each stage, comparing the different transition mechanisms, note that there are signifi-
cant differences in the extent to which different transition mechanisms are used within each
stage. During pre-acquisitlon and developing capability stages, written documentation is the
most used transition mechanism. During trial and production stages, training prepared by in-
house personnel is the most used transition mechanism. Visits to other organizations are used
to the least extent of any transition mechanism at each stage. Training prepared by outsidepersonnel was not a mechanism that was relied upon to any extent in any of the stages.

I Comparing each transition mechanism across stages, we can see that:

I ,* Trainirg prepared by In-house personnel is used to the greatest extent during production
and least during pre-acquisition, however this difference is not statistically significant.

1 o Training prepared by outside personnel is used to the greatest extent at pre-acquisition
and least during trial (p < .01).

1 * Written documentation is used most during pre-acquisition and capability development
and least during production (p < .05).

1 * Visits to other organizations are used most during capability development and least dur-

ing trial, however this difference is not statistically significant.
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6.3. The Adoption Process and the Determinants of 1
Adoption of Software Cost Modeling

Analyses were done to better understand the determinants of three types of adoption phenom-
ena related to software cost modeling. These are: i

1. Whether the organization has passed through an adoption stage (the adopt or not adopt
decision for each stage in the adoption process).

2. The smoothness of the adoption process, at each stage.

3. The time at which the organization initially enters each stage in the adoption process
(early versus later adoption behavior).

6.3.1. Pass Through Adoption Stage I
This study empirically analyzes the adopt or not decision for the innovation by stage in the proc-
ess. As described previously, the stages used In the software cost modeling portion of the study
are 1) pre-acquisition, 2) developing capabilities, 3) trial use of software cost modeling , and
4) use of software cost modeling in a production environment. Whether the organization has
passed through one of these adoption phases is conceptualized as being a function of five
classes of variables:

1. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of software
cost modeling capabilities.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using software cost modeling.

3. Whether or not the organizt-tion has passed through an earlier stage in the adoption proc-
ess. For example, trial Is not a necessary pre-condition for using software cost modeling
in full-production. However, we would hypothesize that going through trial would increase
the probability of going through production.

4. TnA time at which the organization passed through an earlier stage. For a technology like
software cost modeling, we would predict that those organizations that passed through
the prior stages at an earlier time would be more likely to have passed through later
stages. 3

As shown in Table 6-1, most of the organizations in our sample population have already devel-
oped capabilities for using software cost models. Therefore, we limited the analysis to 1) adopt-
Ing software cost models a limited-use, trial, situation and 2) adopting software cost models for
a regular production project.

6.3.1.1. Adopting Software Cost Modeling In a Trial Situation I
Primary Advocate 3
Organizations in which advocacy for developing software cost model capabilities was made up
of broad-based support were somewhat more likely to pass through trlal (p < .1).
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3 Perceived Relative Advantages of Software Cost Modeling

Those organizations that develop software cost modeling software are more likely to pass

3 through trial (p < .05).

Pass Through Earlier Stage

U This was not applicable since most of the organizations had developed software cost modeling
capabilities.

3 Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

The timing of adoption was significant in this analysis. Specifically, the earlier the organization
had developed software cost model capabilities, the more likely they were to go through trial
(p < .05).

3 6.3.1.2. Adopting Software Cost Modeling In a Production Situation

Primary Advocate

I The organizational level of the primary advocate for developing software cost models in the
production situation is significant. When the primary advocate from the organization is drawn
from broad-based support, software cost modeling is more likely to pass through the production
stage (p < .05).

3 Perceived Relative Advantages of Software Cost Modeling

a. Organizations that believe the earlier an organization develops capabilities for using soft-
ware cost models, the more likely they will receive government contracts were more likely
to have used cost models in a production situation (p < .01).

b. Those organizations that believe that personnel familiar with other software cost estima-
tion techniques can easily be trained to use software cost models were more likely to
have passed through production (p < .05).

3 c. Organizations that believe the costs to train people to use software cost models are steep
are less likely to use the technology in a production environment (p < .05).

1 d. Organizations that believe that developing capabilities for using software cost m~dels In-
terferes with on-going development processes are less likely to use software cost m%,,:;els
in a production environment (p c .05).

Pass Through Earlier Stage

3 No statistically significant relationship was found.

Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

3 The earlier the organization passed through trial, the more likely it was to pass through produc-
tion (p < .05).
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6.3.2. Smoothness of the Adoption Process

The second dependent adoption measure analyzed for software cost modeling is the "smooth- I
ness" of the adoption process at each of the previously described stages. The smoothness of
the adoption process at a specific stage is conceptualized as a function of:

1. The extent to which the organization has used various transition mechanisms, both at this
stage, and at earlier stages in the adoption process.

2. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of software I
cost modeling capabilities.

3. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption !
process at earlier stages (e.g., when software cost modeling capabilities are being devel-
oped) should lead to a smoother adoption at later stages. 3

4. The time at which the organization is passing throurqh this stage in the adoption process.

5. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

An analysis of smoothness of adopting software cost models at different phases was done for
three phases: 1) developing software cost modeling capabilities, 2) trial, and 3) production. I
6.3.2.1. Smoothness of Developing Software Cost Model Capabilities

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms I
Transition mechanisms were not associated at a statistically significant levei with smoothness. 3
Primary Advocate

The organizational level of the primary advocate for developing software cost modeling capa- 3
bility was not statistically significant in this analysis.

Smoothness at Earlier Stage 3
This item was not applicabl3.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of developing software cost model capabilities did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable. 3
6.3.2.2. Smoothness of Using Software Cost Models In Trial

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms 3
Transition mechanisms were not associated at a statistically significant level with smoothness.
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I Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing software cost model capabilities is top management
then using software cost models in a trial situation tends to be smoother (p < .1).

i Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of software cost model capabilities Is associated with smoother use of
software cost models in trial situations (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

3 Timing of using software cost models in trial situations did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

3 Timing of developing software cost models capabilities did not affect smoothness.

6.3.2.3. Smoothness of Using Software Cost Models For Production

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

3 Transition mechanisms were not associated at a statistically significant level with smoothness.

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing software cost modeling capabilities was made up of
broad-based support, the process of using software cost models in production tended to be3 smoother (p < .1).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

SSmoother development of software cost models capabilities (p < .001) is associated with
smoother use of software cost models in a production environment.

3I Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using software cost models In production situations did not affect smoothness.

3 Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of passing through earlier phases did not affect smoothness.

6.3.3. Timing of Initial Entry Into Stage

The third type of dependent measure analyzed In this study is the organization's timing of adop-
tion of software cost models at each phase In the adoption process. Time of adoption Is concep-3 tualized as being a function of the following sets of variables: 1) the organizational level support
of the primary advocate for the development of software cost model capabilities; 2) the organl-
zation's beliefs about the relative advantages of using software cost models; 3) the time at
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which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process; and 4) the I
smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages; a smoother adoption process at
earlier stages should lead to earlier entry into later stages. I
6.3.3.1. Time Software Cost Modeling Capabilities were Developed

Primary Advocate

When support for developing capabilities was broad-based, the organ';-atlon tended to develop
software cost model capabilities earlier (p < .05). 3
Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

a. When it was believed that developing capabilities for using software cost models would 1
make the organization more competitive in getting government contracts, the organiza-
tion tended to develop software cost modeling capabilities earlier (p < .05). 1

b. When software engineers working in the organization told people there about the desir-
ability of using software cost models, then the organization tended to develop software
cost model capabilities earlier (p < .05).

c. In those situation where colleagues In other organizations told people about the advan-
tages of using software cost models, organizations tended to develop software cost 5
model capabilities earlier than at other organizations (p < .05).

d. When competitors were developing software cost model capabilities, the organization 3
tended to develop capabilities earlier (p < .05).

e. Belief that organizations that currently have capabilities for using software cost modelsare more innovative than those that do not is associated with earlier development of soft-
ware cost modeling capability (p < .01).

f. Belief that technical staff have no motivation to adopt software cost mooels since benefits I
would be realized only at corporate level is associated with later development of software
cost models capabilities (p < .05).

g. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technicaJ value uf software cost models

is associated with later development of capab, ities (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable. 3
Smnothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable. 3
6.3.3.2. Time Software Cost Models were Used for Trial

Primary Advocate I
A top-management primary advocate is associated with earlier trial (p < .1). 1
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Perceived Relative Advantages of Software Cost Models

Not significant at the p < .05 level of significance.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization develops software cost models capabilities, the earlier it uses soft-
ware cost models in a trial situation (p < .01).

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoother development of software cost model capabilities was associated with earlier trial
(p <.1).

6.3.3.3. Time Software Cost Models were Used In Production

Primary Advocate

The organizational level of the primary advocate for developing software cost modeling capa-
bilities did not affect timing of using software cost models in production.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Structured Programming

Not significant at the p < .05 level.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization develops software cost models capabilities and uses software cost
models in a trial situation, the earlier it uses softNare cost models for production Jobs (p < .01).

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoother development of software cost models capabilities is associated with earlier use of
software cost models for production (p < .1).

6.4. Time of Adoption and Transition Mechanisms Used

Finally, we note that extensive use of various transition mechanisms are associated with early3 or late adoption of software cost models at different stages in the adoption process. We report
these findings without comment.

6.4.1. Developing Software Cost Modeling Capabilities

1. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during pre-acquisition is asso-
Sciated with later development of software cost modeling capabilities (p < .05).

2. Extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel while Software cost models ca-Il pabilitles are developed is associated with earlier development of software cost modeling
capabilities (p < .05).
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6.4.2. Using Software Cost Models In a Trial Situation

1 Extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel during pre-acquisition is associ- -
ated with earlier use of software cost models for trial (p < .1).

2. More extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel while software cost model- I
ing capabilities are developed is associated with earlier use of software cost models for

trial (p < .05). i

3. More extensive use of visits to other organizations while software cost models are used

for trial is associated with earlier trial (p < .05).

6.4.3. Using Software Cost Models In Production

Not significant at p < .05 level. 3

6.5. Summary I
Table 6-4 summarizes the preceding analyses with respect to the overall effect of the organiza-

tional level of the primary advocate on the adoption of software cost modeling. The table shows

the impact (positive, negative, or no effect) of top, middle, and technical management as well as

broad-based support on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of software cost models
during each stage of adoption. 3

Movement Timing Ease

Top 0 + tral + trial

Middle + develop capabilities 0 0.

Technical + develop capabilities 0 0

Broad- + trial
based + production + develop capabilities + production

Table 6-4: Level of Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Software Cost Modeling I
Table 6-4 can be read as follows: the primary advocacy of top management was significantly

associated with using software cost models earlier for trial projects; primary advocacy of middle

management had no significant Influence on ease of moving through adoption stages.

I
I
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Table 6-5 summarizes the preceding analyses with respect to the overall effect of the extensive
use of transition mechanisms on the adoption of software cost modeling. The table shows the3 significant association (positive, negative, or no effect) of training (in-house and outside), writ-
ten documentation, and site visits on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of software
cost models during each stage of adoption.

1 Movement Timing Ease

Training prepared + develop capabilities
in-house + trial - develop capabilities 0
Training prepared + develop capabilities
outside 0 + trial 0
Written Documents + trial 0 0

Site Visits + production + trial 0

Table 6-5: Relationship Between Transition Mechanisms and Software Cost Models
Adoption Criteria

Table 6-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of written documentation is associated with
organizations being more likely to use software cost models for trial projects. The reader should
note that examining the data in greater depth suggests that site visits seem more effective when
used during pre-acquisition, while developing capabilities, and during trial.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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7. Complexity Metrics

Forty-one participants responded to questions about their organization's (business unit) use of U
complexity metrics. This innovation differs from other innovations studied in this research In
that: 1) it is less mature than other software engineering Innovations. 2) it is a methodology 3
rather than a tool, and 3) the primary user of the technology is the project administrator. Table
7-1 shows the percentage of our sample population of organizational units that have passed
through each stage of the adoption process for complexity metrics. For this technology, the 3
stages were:

1. Pre-acquisition, in other words going through an approval process for using complexity I
metrics within the organization.

2. Developing complexity metrics capabilities, that is those tasks which enable the organi-
zation to use complexity metrics, such as training and/or hiring personnel. I

3. Using complexity metrics for a pilot or test project In order to asses the usefulness of the
technology before finally committing the organization to it.

4. Using complexity metrics In a production environment, that is for any complete software-
development projects, rather than on a trial basis. U

Stage Percentage

Pre-acquisition 100%/0
Develop capabilities ,9% 3
Trial 20%
Production 37%

Table 7-1: Percentage of Organizations That Have Passed Through Each Stage of the

Adoption Process for Complexity Metrics

"The table should be read as follows: of the total sample of participants, 20% of the organiza- 3
tions passed through trial.

Many organizations have not yet adopted complexity metrics. The reader should note that
100% of the organizations will always have passed through the pre-acquisition stage (they will
have considered adopting the innovation), since this was used as a pre-screening criterion.
Table 7-2 shows both average time and the range of time at which organizational units passed
through each stage of the adoption process for complexity metrics. Participants were asked for
the year in which complexity metrics was first adopted (used or capabilities developed) in the I
organization, by stage.

Overall, there is, on average, a longer spread of time found between the time organizations first 3
decided to develop capabilities for using complexity metrics and the time it was first used In a
prciduction environment. The sample size, however, is small. 3
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Stage Average Time Range

Develop capabilities early 1984 1974-1987
Trial early-mid 1985 1983-1987
Production mid-late 1985 1983-1987

1 Table 7-2: Time of Adoption by Stage

7.1.Primary Advocate for Developing Complexity Metrics

Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the extent to which different levels in the
organization served as the primary advocates for developing capabilities for using complexity
metrics. Later we analyze the effects of support from different organization levels on the adop-
tion process. Figure 7-1 shows the percentage of organizational respondents who indicated
that the primary advocate for using complexity metrics was 1) top management, 2) middle man-
agement, 3) technical staff, or 4) broad-based support of technical management or staff.

IBroad-Based Support
12.8%

Technical Staff
59.0%>8\\

Top Management
2.6%

Middle Management
2.6%

Figure 7-1: Primary Advocate for Developing Complexity Metrics Capabilities

The reader should note that in the largest percentage of cases, the primary advocate for devel-
oping complexity metrics capabilities was a technical staff person.

7.2. Organizations' Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Another aspect of this research was the investigation of organizations' use of various transition
mechanisms to aid in the transference of complexity metrics within the organization. The transi-
tion mechanisms are:

1. Complexity metrics training prepared by in-house personnel.
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2. Complexity metrics training prepared by outside personnel.

3. Providing written documentation about complexity metrics or articles about complexity
metrics from technical or scholarly journals.

4. Visits to other organizations where complexity metrics are used. I
Table 7-3 shows, overall, the percentage of organizations' resources allocated to the different
transition mechanisms during the complexity metrics adoption process, as well as the range
found across organizations.

Transition Mechanism Mean % Range 3
Training prepared by in-house personnel 41.9 0-90
Training prepared by outside personnel 20.5 0-90
Written documentation 31.9 0-100 1
Visits to other organizations 5.6 0-40

Table 7-3: Percentage of Organizations' Resources Allocated to Different Transition I
Mechanisms During the Adoption Process for Complexity Metrics

I
Table 7-3 shows the percentage of organizational resources used by the different transition
mechanisms. Because of the differeice in cost and effort to the organization involved in using
these mechanisms, it does not tell us the extent to which each mechanism was used during the
adoption process.

We asked participants to tell us to what extent their own organization provided these transition 1
mechanisms to users of complexity metrics, at each stage in the adoption process. Participants
answered by responding with any number from 1 to 7, where I means "the mechanism was not
at all provided", and 7 means "the mechanism was provided to a very great extent."

Figure 7-2 shows the mean responses for each transition mechanism, at each stage. Within
each stage, comparing the different transition mechanisms, note that there are significant dif- I
ferences in the extent to which different transition mechanisms are used within each stage. Our-
Ing all stages, written documentation is the most used transition mechanism. Visits to other or-
ganizatlons are used to the least extent of any transition mechanisms during all stages.

Comparing each transition mechanism across stages, we can see that: 3
e TraIning prepared by in-house personnel Is used most while capabilities are being devel-

oped and least during the pre-acquisitlon and trial stages.

e Training prepared by outside personnel Is used most during trial and least while capabili-
ties are developed and during the production stage.

* Written documentation is used most while capabilities are developed and least during
production.
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pre-acquisition developing capabilities trial use production use

5

3 2I

training training written visits to
prepared prepared documenta- other
in-house outside tion organiza-

tions

Figure 7-2: Extent to Which Various Transition Mechanisms are used at Different Stages
in the Adoption Process for Complexity Metrics

3 * Visits to other organizations are used most during pre-acquisition and least during pro-
duction.

I 7.3. The Adoption Process and the Determinants of
I Adoption of Complexity Metrics

Analyses were done to enable us to better understand the determinants of three types of adop-
tion phenomena related to the adoption of complexity metrics. These are:

1. Whether or not the organization has passed through an adoption stage (the adopt or not3 adopt decision for each stage in the adoption process).

2. The smoothness of the adoption process, at each stage.

3 3. The time at which the organization Initially enters each stage in the adoption process
(early versus later adoption behavior).

7.3.1. Pass Throurih Adoption Stage

An empirical analysis was done on the complexity metrics data which breaks down the adopt or
not-adopt decision for the innovation by stage in the process. As described previously, the
stages used in the complexity metrics portion of the study are 1) pre-acquisitlon, 2) developing
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capabilities, 3) trial use of complexity metrics, and 4) use of complexity metrics in a production 3
environment. Whether or not an organization has passed through one of these adoption
phases Is conceptualized as being a function of four classes of variables:

1. The organizational level of the primary advocate for the development of complexity
metrics capabilities. 3

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using complexity metrics.

3. Whether the organization has passed through an earlier stage in the adoption process. 3
For example, trial is not a necessary pre-condition for using complexity metrics in full pro-
duction. However, we would hypothesize that going through trial would increase the prob-
ability of going "t1rough production.

4. The time at which the o,'ganization passed through an earlier stage.

We limited this analysis to 1) adopting complexity metrics in a limited-use, trial situation and

2) adopting complexity metrics for a regular production project.

7.3.1.1. Adopting Complexity Metrics In a Trial Situation

Primary Advocate 3
When the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities was middle man-
agement, the organization was more likely to go through trial (p < .01). When the primary advo-
cate for developing complexity metrics capabilities was technical staff, the organization was
less likely to pass through trial (p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Complexity Metrics 3
a. Those organizations that believe that developing complexity metrics capabilities will

make their organization more competitive in getting consulting projects with government I
contractors were more likely to pass through trial (p < .01).

b. When upper management believe that having capabilities for using complexity metrics 3
would benefit the organization, the organization is more likely to p.ss thr~ogh trial
(p < .01). 1

c. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical va!ue of using complexity
metrics is associated with an organization being less likely to have used C.omplexity
metrics for production (p < .01). 3

Pass Through Earlier Stage

This was not used in this analysis.

Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

Organizations that developed complexity metrics capabilities earlier we;j more likely to use
complexity metrics for trial (p < .05).
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7.3.1.2. Adopting Complexity metrics In a Production Situation

Primary Advocate

Organizations in which the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities
was from middle management were more likely to use complexity metrics for production.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Complexity Metrics

a. When colleagues in other organizations told others of the advantages of using complexity
metrics, the organization was less likely to pass through production.

b. Belief that costs to train people to use complexity metrics are steep is associated with anorganization being less likely to have used complexity metrics for production (p < .05).

Pass Through Earlier Stage

Organizations that passed through trial were more likely to pass through production (p < .05).

Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage

No significant relationship.

7.3.2. Smoothness of the Adoption Process

The second dependent adoption measure analyzed for complexity metrics is the "smoothness"
of the adoption process at each of the previously described stages. The smoothness of the
adoption process at a specific stage is conceptualized as a function of:

1. The extent to which the organization has used various transition mechanisms, both at this
stage, and at earlier stages in the adoption process.

2. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of com-
plexity metrics capabilities.

3. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages--a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages (e.g., when complexity metrics capabilities are being devel-
oped) should lead to a smoother adoption at later stages.

1 4. The time at which the organizat!on is passinti through this stage In the adoption process.

5. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

I An analysis of smoothness of adopting complexity metrics at different phases was done for
three phases: 1) developing complexity metrics capabilities, 2) trial: and 3) production.

1 7.3.2.1. Smoothness of Developing Complexity Metrics Capabilities

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

During both the pre-acquisition stage and while complexity metric capabilities are developed,
more extensive use of visits to organlzations where complexity metrics are used is associated

I
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with a less smooth adoption process (p < .01 during pre-acquisition and p < .05 while capabili-
ties are developed). Also, during pre-acquisition, more extensive use of training prepared by
outside personnel is associated with a less smooth process (p < .05). I
Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities is made up of broad- I
based support, then developing complexity metrics capabilities tends to be smoother (p < .01).
When the primary advocate is a member of the technical staff, then developing complexity
metrics capabilities tends to be less smooth (p < .01).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not applicable.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage 3
Timing of developing complexity metrics capabifities did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages I
Not applicable.

7.3.2.2. Smoothness of Using Complexity Metrics In Trial I
Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Use of visits during pre-acquisition is associated with a less smooth trial.

Primary Advocate 3
When the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities is from technical
staf. ",-. using complexity metrics in a trial situation tends to be less smooth (p < .05). i
Smoot.ness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of complexity metrics capabilities is associated with smoother use of 3
complexity metrics in trial situations (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage 3
Timing of using complexity metrics in trial situations did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages 3
Timing of developing complexity meLics capabilities did not affect smoothnoss. II
7.3.2.3. Smoothnees of Using Complexity Metrics for Production

Use of Different Tm"nlStion bechanlams 3
Extensive ;|se of wr' -n documentation during production Is associated with smoother produc-
tion (p < .05).
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I Primary Advocate

When the primary advocatd for developing complexity metrics is a member of the technical
staff, then usIng complexity metrics for production tends to be less smooth (p < .05).

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of complexity metrics capabilities (p C .01) and smoother use of com-
plexity metrics in trial (p < .01) is associated with smoother use of complexity metrics in a pro-3 cduction environment.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using complexity metrics in production situations did not affect smoothness.

3 Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of passing through earlier phases did not affect smoothness.

1 7.3.2.4. Timing of Initial Entry into Stage

The third type of dependent measure analyzed in th;s study Is the organization's timing of adop-
tion of complexity metrics at each phase in the adoption process. Time of adoption is conceptu-
alized as being a function of the following sets of variables:

3 1. The organizational level support of the primary advocate for the development of complex-
ity metrics capabilities.

I 2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using complexity metrics.

3. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

4. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages should lead to earlier entry into later stages.

7.3.2.5. Time Complexity Metrics Capabilities were Developed

3 Primary Advocate

Organizations in which the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities is
middle management tend to develop complexity metrics capabilities earlier than other organi-
zations (p < .01). When the primary advocate is a member of the technical staff, the organiza-
tion tends to develop complexity metrics later (p < .1).

I Perceived Relative Advantages of Complexity Meti les

a. When upper management believed that having capabilities for using complexity metrics
would benefit the organization the organization tended to develop complexity metrics ca-
pabilities earlier (p < .01).I
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b. When there is a belief that use of complexity me~rlcs will be mandated for future govern-
ment contracts. then the organization is more likely to develop complexity metrics capa-
bilities later (p < .05). 3

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable. I
Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable. I
7.3.2.6. Time Complexity Metrics was Used for Trial

Primary Advocate I
The position of the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities did not af-
fect time of trial for complexity metrics. 3
Perceived Relative Advantages of Complexity Metrics

No relationships found at a high enough level of significance. 3
Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The timing of developing complexity mettics capabilities had no effect on timing of trial. i

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoothness of developing complexity metrics capabilities did not affect time of trial. U
7.3.2.7. Time Complexity Metrics was Used In Production

Primary Advocate

The position of the primary advocate for developing complexity metrics capabilities did not af-
fect time of using complexity metrics for production projects. I
Perceived Relative Advantages of Complexity Metrics

No relationships found. I
Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization uses complexity metrics in a trial situation, the earlier it uses com- U
plexity metrics for production jobs (p < .01).

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages I
Not statisticaly significant.

7.4. Time of Adoption and Transition Mechanisms Used
Finally, we note that extensive use of various transition mechanisms are associated with early 3
or late adoption of complexity metrics at different stages In the adoption process. We report
these findings without comment. 3
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7.4.1. Using Complexity Metrics In Production

1. More extensive use of written documentation during the pre- acquisition stage is associ-
ated with later use of complexity metrics for production (p < .05).

2. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel while complexity metrics
capabilities are developed is associated with earlier use of complexity metrics for produc-
tion (p < .01).

1 3. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during production is asso-
ciated with earlier use of complexity metrics for production (p < .05).

7.5. Summary
3 Table 7-4 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the organiza-

tional level of the primary advocate on the adoption of complexity metrics. The table shows the
impact (positive, negative, or no effect) of top, middle, and technicJ management as well asbroad-based support on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of complexity metrics dur-
ing each stage of adoption.

Movement Timing Ease

3 Top 0 0 0

+ develop capabilities
+ trial

Middle + production + develop capabilities 0

- develop capabilities
+ develop capabilities - trial

Technical - trial - develop capabilities - production

Broad- 4+ develop capabilities
based + develop capabilities 0 + production

U Table 7-4: Level of Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Complexity Metrics

3Table 7-4 can be read as follows: the primary advocacy of middle management was signifi-
cantly associated with developing capabilities and for using complexity metrics for both trial and
production projects. Primary advocacy of top management had no significant influence on
ease of moving through adoption stages.

I
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Table 7-5 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the extensive
use of transition mechanisms on the adoption of complexity metrics. The table shows the sig-
nificant association (positive, negative, or no effect) of training (in-house and outside), written
documentation, and site visits on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of complexity
metrics during each stage of adoption. 3

Movement Timing Ease 5
Training
prepared
in-house + develop capabilities + production 0

Training
prepared
outside 0 0 - develop capabilities

Written + develop capabilities
Documents - production - production + production

Site Visits develop capabilitiesSie Ist + trial 0 - trialI

Table 7-5: Relationship Between Transition Mechanisms and Complexity Metdcs
Adoption Criteria 3

Table 7-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of training prepared by in-house staff is associ-
ated with organizations being more likely to develop capabilities for using complexity metrics.

I

I
U

I
I
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8. Ada I
Sixty-six participants responded to questions about their organization's (business unit) use of 3
Ada. This innovation differs from other innovations studied in this research in that: 1) it is less
mature than many other software engineering innovations, 2) it is both a methodology and a
tool, and 3) the primary user of the technology is the individual software engineer or a team of l
software engineers.

Table 8-1 shows the percentage of our sample population of organizational units that have I
passed through each stage of the adoption process for Ada. For this technology, the stages
were: 3

1. Pre-acquisition, in other words going through an approval process for using Ada within
the organization. 3

2. Acquiring and installing an Ada compiler.

3. Developing Ada capabilities, that is those tasks which enable the organization to use Ada.
such as training and/or hiring personnel. I

4. Using Ada for a pilot or test project in order to asses the usefulness of the technology
before finally committing the organization to it. m

5. Using Ada in a production environment, that is for any complete software-development
projects, rather than on a trial basis. I

stage Percontage 3
Pre-acquisition 100%
Compiler acquisition 86%
Develop capabilities 96% I
Trial 68%
Production 64%

Table 8-1: Percentage of Organizations That Have Passed Through Each Stage of the
Adoption Process for Ada 3

The table should be read as follows: of the total sample of participants, 68% of the organiza-
tions passed through trial. 3
Note that developing Ada capabilities (training or hiring personnel) and acquiring an Ada com-
piler are not always done together. Some organl,;ations may have capabilities for developing 3
systems in Ada, but no compiler. Others may have the compiler, but no manpower capabilities.
Note also that use of Ada on a trial basis is more common than for some of the other technolo-
gies described in this report. Note that 100% of the organizations will always have passed 3
through the pre-acquisition stage (they will have considered adopting the innovation), since this
was used as a pre-screening criterion. 3
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I Table 8-2 shows both average time and the range of time at which organizational units passed
through each stage of the adoption process for Ada. Participants were asked for the year in
which Ada was first adopted (used, capabilities developed, and compiler acquired) in the or-
ganizatlon, by stage.

IStage Average Time Range

Acquire compiler early 1985 1981-19873 Develop capabilities early 1984 1977-1988
Trial early-mid 1985 1981-1987
Production early 1986 1983-1987

Table 8-2: Time of Adoption by Stage

Note that, overall, there is more spread found between the time the organization first decided to
develop capabilities for using Ada and the time 4, was first used in a production environment
than for the other technologies discussed in this report.

8.1. Primary Advocate for Developing Ada Capabilities

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the extent to which different levels in the
organization served as the primary advocates for developing capabilities for using Ada. Later
we analyze the effects of support from different organization levels on the adoption process.
Figure 8-1 shows the percentage ot organizational respondents who indicated that the primary
advocate for Ada was 1) top management, 2) middle management, 3) technical staff, or 4)
broad-based support of technical management or staff.

I
Technical Staff
42.4%0/

Broad-Based Support_ 7.6%

Middle Management Top Management
36.4% 13.6%

i Figure 8-1: Primary Advocate for Developing Ada Capabilities

Based on this data, the Ada "champion" seems to come primarily from middle management or
technical staff. However, a primary advocate in one position may not always be as effective in
facilitating adoption rs one in another position.
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8.2. Organizations' Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

Another aspect of this research was the investigation of organizations' use of various transition I
mechanisms to aid in the transference of Ada within the organization. The transition mecha-
nisms are:

1. Ada training prepared by in-house personnel.

2. Ada training prepared by outside personnel. I
3. Sending personnel to seminars or conferences, for example, to SIGAda. 3
4. Providing written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada from technical or schol-

arly journals. U
5. Visits to other organizations where Ada is used.

Table 8-3 shows, overall, the percentage of organizations' resources allocated to the different
transition mechanisms during the Ada adoption process, as well as the range found across or-

ganizations.

Transition Mechanism Mean % Range

Training prepared by in-house personnel 36.5 0-100
Training prepared by outside personnel 20.4 0-80 I
Seminars & conferences 16.4 0-60
Written documentation 20.5 0-70

Visits to other organizations 5.7 0-50

Table 8-3: Percentage of Organizations' Resources Allocated to Different Transition
Mechanisms During the Adoption Process for Ada

Table 83 shows, for Ada, the percentage of organizational resources used by the different tran- I
sition mechanisms. Because of the difference in cost and effort to the organization involved in

using these mechanisms It does not tell us the extent to which each mechanism was used dur-
ing the adoption process.

We asked participants to tell us to what extent their own organization provided each of these

transition mechanisms to users of Ada at each stage in the adoption process. Participants an-

swered by responding with any number from 1 to 7, where I means "the mechanism was not at

all provided," and 7 means "the mechanism was provided to a very great extent."

Figure 8-2 shows the mean responses for each transition mechanism, at each Cage.
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pre-ac tion installation cap N'ties use
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prepared prepared and documenta- other
in-house outside conferences tion organizations

Figure 8-2: Extent to Which Various Transition Mechanisms Are Used at Different StagesI in the Adoption Process for Ada

Within each stage, comparing the different transition mechanisms, note that there are signifi-
cant differences in the extent to which different transition mechanisms are used within each
stage. During pre-acquisition, compiler installation, and developing capability stages, written
documentation is the most usod transition mechanism. During trial and production stages,
training prepared by in-house personnel is the most used transition mechanism. Visits to other3 organizations are used to the least extent of any transition mechanisms, at each stage.

Comparing each transition mechanism across stages, we can see that:

3 * Training prepared by in-house personnel is used most during production and least during
the compiler installation stage (p < .01).

* Training prepared by outside personnel is used most while Ada capabilities are devel-
oped and least during compiler installation and pre-acquisition stages (p < .05).

3 . Seminars and conferences are used most during pre-acqulsition and least during com-
piler installation (p < .01).

I * Written documentation is used most during pre-acquisition and least during compiler in-
stallation (p < .01).

1 * Visits to other organizations is used most during pre-acquisition and leastdurlng produc-
tion (p < .05).

I
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8.3. The Adoption Process and the Determinants of
Adoption of Ada

Analyses were done to enable us to better understand the determinants of three types of adop-
tion phenomena related to the adoption of Ada. These are: 3

1. Whether the organization has passed through an adoption stage (the adopt or not adopt
decision for each stage in the adoption process).

2. The smoothness of the adoption process, at each stage.

3. The time at which the organization Initially enters each stage in the adoption process 3
(early versus later adoption behavior).

8.3.1. Pass Through Adoption Stage 1
In this study we separate out and empirically analyze the adoption decision by stage in the proc-
ess. As described previously, the stages used in the Ada portion of the study are 1) pre-acquisi- I
tion, 2) compiler installation, 3) developing capabilities. 4) trial use of Ada, and 5) use of Ada in a
production environment. Whether or not an organization has passed through one of these
adoption phases is conceptualized as being a function of four classes of variables:

1. The organizational level support of the primary advocate for the development of Ada ca-
pabilities.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using Ada.

3.. Whether or not the organization has passed through an earlier stage in the adoption proc-

ess.

4. The time at which the organization passed through an earlier stage. l

We limited this analysis to 1) adopting Ada in a limited-use, trial situation and 2) adopting Ada
for a regular production project.

8.3.1.1. Adopting Ada In a Trial Situation

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities was technical staff or was made up
of broad-based support, the organization was more likely to go through trial (p < .1). When the I
primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities was from middle management or from top
management, the organization was less likely to pass through trial (p < .1).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Ada

a. Belief that there are sufficient Ada tools available to justify developing an Ada capability at I
this time is associated with organizations being more likely to use Ada in a trial situation
(p .05).I
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- b. Belief that organizations that develop Ada capabilities within the next year will be per-
ceived as leaders in software development is associated with organizations being less3 likely to use Ada in a trial situation (p < .05),

Pass Through Earlier Stage

Not used in this analysis.

Timing of passing through Earlier Stage

I Timing was not significant in this analysis.

3 8.3.1.2. Adopting Ada In a Production Situation

Primary Advocate

3• When the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities was technical staff or was made up
of broad-based support, the organization was more likely to go through product,;ri (p < .05).
When the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities was middle management, the or-

- ganization was less likely to pass through production (p < .01).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Ada

- a. Belief that developing Ada capabilities will make the organization more likely to get gov-
ernment contracts is associated with greater likelihood of the, organization having used3 Ada in production (p < .01).

b. Belief that there are sufficient Ada tools available to justify developing an Ada capability at
this time is associated with organizations being more Il A: to use Ada in a production
situation (p < .05).

c. Belief that organizations that develop Ada capabilitime within the next year will be per-
ceived as leaders in software development is associated with organizations being less
likely to have used Ada for production (p c .05).

m d. Belief that performance quality of Ada compilers is too low to justify developing an Ada
capability at this time is associated with organizations being less likely to use Ada in a
production situation (p < .05).

e. Belief that Ada does not yield sufficient economic benefits is associated with decreased
m likelihood of having used Ada in production (p < .05).

I. When there is a belief that production pressures are such that technical personnel cannot
take time to learn Ada, the organization Is less likely to have used Ada for production

(p < .05).

Pass Through Earlier Stage
Organizations that passed through trial were more likely to have passed through production
stage (p < .01).
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Timing of Passing Through Earlier Stage 1
The earlier the organization developed Ada capabilities, acquired a compiler, and went through
a trial project, the more likely it was to pass through production (p < .01 for all).

8.3.1.3. Smoothness of the Adoption Process 5
The second dependent adoption measure analyzed for Ada is the "smoothness" of the adop-
tion process at each of the previously described stages. The smoothness of the adoption proc-
ess at a specific stage Is conceptualized as a function o;:

1. The extent to which the organization has used various transition mechanisms, both at this
stage, and at earlier stages in the adoption process.

2. The organizational-level support of the primary advocate for the development of Ada ca-
pabilities.

3. The smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages (e.g., when Ada capabilities are being developed) should lead to 3
a smoother adoption at later stages.

4. The time at which the organization is passing through this stage in the adoption process. 3
5. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages in the adoption process.

An analysis of smoothness of adopting Ada at different phases was done for three phases: I
1) acquiring an Ada compiler, 2) developing Ada capabilities, 3) trial, and 4) production.

8.3.1.4. Smoothness of Acquiring an Ada Complier U
Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

During the pre-acquisitlon stage, more extensive use of Ada training prepared by outside per-
sonnel is associated with a less smooth adoption process (p < .05), and extensive use of visits
to other organizations Is associated with a smoother adoption process (p < .05).

Primary Advocate

Not statistically significant.

Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not applicable.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage 3
Timing of acquiring an Ada compiler did not affect smoothness.

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages U
Not applicable. 5
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I 8.3.1.5. Smoothness cf Developing Ada Capabilities

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

While Ada capabilities are being developed during pre-acquisition and during compiler acquisi-
tion, more extensive use of Ada training prepared by in-house personnel is associated with a
srmoother adoption process (p < .05).

Primary Advocate

3 When the primary advocate for the technology was technical staff, the organization expert-

enced increased difficulty in developing human capability (p < .1).

i Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not applicable.

3 Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Those organizations that acquired a compiler or developed Ada capabilities earlier tended to
have a smoother process of developing Ada capabilities (p < .01).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

3 Not applicable.

8.3.1.6. Smoothness of Using Ada In Trial

Use of Different Transition Mechanisms

During both compiler Installation and while Ada capabilities are being developed, more exten-
sive use of Ada training prepared by outside personnel and seminars or conferences is assucl-
ated with a smoother adoption process (p < .05 for both).

Primary Advocate

Broad-based support for the development of Ada capabilities is associated with a less smooth
trial (p <.0!). A rjimary advocate from technical staff is associated with smoother trial (p <.1).

3 Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Not statistically significant.

I Time Organization Passed Through This Stage

Timing of using Ada in trial situations did not affect smoothness.

U Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stag&'

Not statistically slgnlflcant.

8.3.1.7. Smoothness of Using Ada for PrcQ'uctlon

Use of Diffe'ent Transition Mechanisms
Extensive use cf vwritten documentation during trial associated with a less smooth use of Ada
for production tasks (p < .05).
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Primary Advocate I
Organizational level of the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities had no effect on
the smoothness of using Ada in production. U
Smoothness at Earlier Stage

Smoother development of Ada capabilities (p <c .01) and smoother use of Ada in trial (p < .01)
are associated with smoother use of Ada in a production environment.

Time Organization Passed Through This Stage N
Timing of using Ada in production situations did not affect smoothness. I
Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Timing of passing through earlier phases did not affect smoothness.

8.3.2. Timing of Initial Entry Into Stage

The third type of dependent measure analyzed in this study is the organization's timing of adop-
tion of Ada at each phase in the adoption process. Time of adoption is conceptualized as being
a function of the following sets of variables:

1. The organizational level support of the primary advocate for the development of Ada ca-
pabilitles.

2. The organization's beliefs about the relative advantages of using Ada.

3. The time at which the organization passed through earlier stages In the adoption process.

4. the smoothness of the process of passing through earlier stages-a smoother adoption
process at earlier stages should lead to earlier entry into later stages.

8.3.2.1. Timing of Acquiring an Ada Compiler

Primary Advocate

Organizations in which there is a broad-based support tend to acquire an Ada compiler earlier 3
(p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Ads

a. Those organizations that believe that using Ada is compatible with software engineering
practices In their organization were more likely to have acquired an Ada compiler earlier
(p .05).

b. When there Is a belief that organizations that currently have Ada capabilities are more
innovative than those that do not. then the organization Is more likely to have acquired an
Ada compiler earlier (p < .05).
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I c. Belief that performance quality of Ada compilers is too low to justify developing an Ada
capability at this time is associated with organizations acquiring an Ada compiler later

i (p < .01).

d. Belief that Ada does not offer sufficient economic benefits is associated with organiza-
tions acquiring an Ada compiler later (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

_3 Not applicable.

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

I Not applicable.

I 8.3.2.2. Timing of Developing Ada Capabilities

Primary Advocate

No significant relationship was found.

Perceived Relative Advantages of Ada

a. When it was believed that use of Ada is compatible with software engineering practice in
the organization and Is appropriate for software engineering tasks, the organization was3l more likely to have developed Ada capabilities earlier (p < .05).

i:. Belief that use of Ada is more appropriate for military applications than for commercial
"_ applications is associated with an organization developing Ada capabilities later (p < .05).

c. Belief that organizations should have a "walt and see" attitude regarding the Ada man-
cate before developing Ada capability is associated with an organization developing Ada
vlczabilities later (p < .01).

"d. Belief tiat Ada may have technical prob!ams which should be ironed out is associated
with later development of Ada capabilities (p < .01).

e. Belief that training costs to instruct users of Ada are steep is associated with later devel-
opment of Ada capabilities 1p < .01).

f. Belief that performance quality of Ada compilers is too low is associated with later devel-
opment of Ada capabilities (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable.

Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Not applicable.

I
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8.3.2.3. Time Ada was Used for Trial I

Primary Advocate

When the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities was top management (p <.1) or
was made up of broad-based support (p < .01), the organization was more likely to use Ada for a
trial project earlier. When the primary advocate was middle management the organization was
likely to pass through trial later (p < .05).

Perceived Relative Advantages of Ada I
a. Belief that organizations that develop Ada capabilities within the next year will be per-

ceived as leaders in software development is associated with organizations trying Ada
later (p < .05).

b. Belief that performance quality of Ada compilers is too low to justify developing an Ada
capability is associated with organizations trying Ada later (p < .05).

c. Belief that Ada does not yield sufficient economic benefits is associated with organiza- 3
tions trying Ada later (p < .01).

d. Belief that technical staff are skeptical about the technical value of Ada is associated with
organizations trying Ada later (p c .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

The earlier an organization develops Ada capabilitlas and acquires an Ada compiler, the earlier
it tends to use Ada in a trial situation (p < .01). I
Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

A smoother process of developiag Ada capabilities was associated with earlier trial (p < .05).

8.3.2.4. Time Ada was Used In Production

Primary Advocate U
Organizations in which the primary advocate for developing Ada capabilities is a member of
technical staff tend to use Ada for a production project later than other organizations (p < .01). I
When the primary advocate is a member of middle management, organizations tend to use Ada
in production earlier. 3
Perceived Relative Advantages of Ada

a. In those situation where there is a belief that developing Ada capabilities early will make 3
the organization more likely to get government contracts, organizations tended to use
Ada for production jobs earlier than at other organizations (p < .05).

b. Belief that organizations should have a 'Wait and see" attitude regarding the Ada man-
date is associated with later use of Ada. for production (p < .05).
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I
c. When there is a belief that organizations that currently have Ada capabilities are more

innovative than those that do not, then the organization is more likely to have us6d Ada in
production earlier (p < .05).

d. Belief that the cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting Ada is less favorable to the adopting com-
pany than outside developers realize is associated with later use of Ada for production
(p < .05).

e. Belief that performance quality of Ada compilers is too low to justify developing an Ada
capability at this time is associated with organizations using Ada for production later
(p < .05).

f. Belief that Ada does not yield sufficient economic benefits is associated with later use of
Ada in production (p < .05).

g. Belief that techn;cal staff are heavily committed to old programming la'guages which
they feel work very well for them is associated with an organization beif g likely to have
used Ada for production later (p < .01).

h. Belief that technical staff have no motivation to adopt Ada since benefits would be real-
ized only at corporate level is associated with an organization using Ada for production
later (p < .05).

Time Organization Passed Through Earlier Stages

I The earlier an organization acquires an Ada compiler (p < .01), the earlier it uses Ada for pro-
duction jobs.

3 Smoothness of Passing Through Earlier Stages

Smoother development of Ada capabilities is associated with earlier use of Ada for production
(p < .05).

* 8.4.Time of Adoption and Transition Mechanisms Used
Findilly, we note that extensive use of various transition mechanisms are associated with early

I or late adoption of Ada at different stages in the adoption process. We report these findings
without comment.

I 8.4.1. Acquiring an Ada Compiler

1. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during pre-acquisitlon is asso-
ciated with earlier acquisition of an Ada compiler (p < .01).

2. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel (p < .01), seminars and confer-
ences (p <.01), and written documentation (p <.05) during compiler acquisition Is assoc[-
ated with earlier compiler acquisition.

I
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3. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel (p < .01) and seminars and
conferences (p c .05) while Ada capabilities are devloped is associated with earlier com-
piler acquisition. Extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel during this I
stage is associated with later compiler acquisition (p < .05).

8.4.2. Developing Ada Capabilities m

1. !xtensive use of training prepared by outside personnel while Ada capabilities are devel-
oped is associated with later development of Ada capabilities (p < .05); I

2. More extensive use of written documentation (p <.01) and training prepared by in-house
personnel during compiler acquisition is associated with earlier development of Ada ca-
pabi~ities (p < .05). I

8.4.3. Using Ada in a Trial Situation

1. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel while acquiring an Ada compil-
er is associated with earlier use of Ada for trial (p c .01).

2. More extensive use of written documentation during pre- acquisition and while acquiring
an Ada compiler is associated with earlier use of Ada for trial (p < .05).

3. Extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel while Ada capabilities are be- -
ing developed is associated with earlier trial (p < .01). 4. More extensive use of written
documentation while Ada capabilities are developed is associated with earlier trial
(p < .01). 1

5. More extensive use of written documentation during trial is associated with earlier trial
(p < .01).

8.4.4. Using Ada in Production

1. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during pre-acquisition Is
associated with earlier use of Ada for production (p < .01).

2. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel while acquiring an Ada
compiler is associated with earlier use of Ada for production (p < .01).

3. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel while Ada capabilities are
developed is associated with earlier use of Ada for production (p < .05). 1

4. More extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel when Ada is used for trial is
associated with later use of Ada for production (p < .05). I

5. More extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel during trial is associated
with earlier use of Ada for production (p < .05). I
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8.5. Summary

Table 8-4 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the organiza-
tional level of the primary advocate on the adoption of Ada. The table shows the impact (posi-
tive, negative, or no effect) of top, middle, and technical management as well as broad-based
support on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of Ada during each stage of adoption.

Movement Timing Ease

Top - triatrial 0

+ develop capabilities
- trial - trial

Middle - production + production 0
+ compiler acquisition
+ develop capabilities
+trial - develop capabilities

Technical + production - production + trial

Broad- + trial + compiler acquisition
based + production + trial - trial

Table 8-4: Level of Advocate's Effect On Adoption of Ada

Table 8-4 can be read as follows: the primary advocacy of top management was significantly
associated with using Ada earlier for pilot projects. Primary advocacy of top management had
no significant influence on ease of moving through adoption stages.
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Table 8-5 summarizes the preceding analysis with respect to the overall effect of the extensive
use of transition mechanisms on the adoption of Ada. The table shows the significant associa-
tion (positive, negative, or no effect) of training (in-house and outside), written documentation,
and site visits on the movement, timing, and ease of adoption of Ada during each stage of adop-
tion.

Movement Timing Ease

+ compiler acquisition
Training + develop capabilities
prepared + trial + trial
in-house + production + production + develop capabilities

Training - compiler acquisition
prepared - develop capabilities - compiler acquisition
outside + trig I - production + trial

Seminars & + trial + compiler acquisition
conferences + production + develop capabilities + trial

+ compiler acquisition
W-itten + trial + develop capabilities
Documents + production + trial - production

Site Visits 0 0 + compiler acquisition

Table 8-5: Relationship Between Transition Mechanisms and Ada Adoption Criteria

Table 8-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of training prepared by in-house personnel
was positively associated with an organization using Ada for trial and production.

The reader should note that examining the data in greater depth suggests that training pre- I
pared by in-house personnel is most effective when used during pre-acquisition, while develop-
ing capabilities, and during compiler acquisition.

I
I
I
I
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9. Summary of Findings U
The following sections summarize some of the findings from this study. Data from previous U
chapters are displayed in matrices in Section 9.1 to show the influence of each level of primary
advocacy for all five of the technologies. Also, data from previous chapters are displayed in
matrices in section 9.2 to show the influence of different transition mechanisms on all five of the
technologies. I
9.1. Advocacy Effects I
9.1.1. Top Management Advocacy Effects

Table 9-1 summarizes the effects of top management advocacy on the adoption of all five of the 3
technologies addressed in this study.

Movement Timing Ease I
SP 0 0 + trial

PDL - trial 0 0 I
SCM 0 + trial + trala

CM 0 0 0

Ada - trial + trial 0

Table 9-1: Top Management Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Technologies I

Table 9-1 can be read as follows: top management advocacy was associated with an organiza- i
tion being less likely to use POLs for trial projects.

I
II

I
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9.1.2. Middle Management Advocacy Effects

Table 9-2 summarizes the effects of middle management advocacy on the adoption of all five of
the technologies addressed in this study.

i ___ _I _ ___ I ___II_ _i

Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities
+ develop capabilities - trial

SIP - production - production 0

POL + develop capabilities 0 ._._0

I SCM + develop capabilities 0 0

+ develop capabilities
+ trial

CM + production + develop capabilities 0

+ develop capabilities
- trial - trial

Ada - production + production 0

Tat .9 9-2: Middle Management Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Technologies

Table 9-2 can be read as follows: middle management advocacy was positively associated with
an organization developing structured programming capabilities and negatively associated
with an organization using structured programming for production tasks.

7
I
I
I
I
I
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9.1.3. Technical Staff Advocacy Effects I

Table 9-3 summarizes the effects of technical staff advocacy on the adoption of all five of the
technologies addressed in this study.

Movement Timing Ease
m • i == -trialI

SP + develop capabilities 0 production

+ develop capabilities
POL + trial 0 develop capabilities

SCM + develop capabilities 0 0

develop capabilities
+ develop capabilities - trial

CM - trial - develop capabilities - production

+ ; compiler acquisition I

+ develop capabilities
+ trial - develop capabilities

Ada + production - production + tial

Table 9-3: Technlcal Staff Advocate's Effect on Adoption of Technologies I
Table 9-3 can be read as follows: primary advocacy by a member of the technical staff is asso-
ciated with later use of Ada for production projects.

I
I
I
I
I
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9.1.4. Broad-B3sed Advocacy Effects

Table 9-4 summarizes the effects of broad-based advocacy on the adoption of all five or the
technologies addressed in this study.

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ I _ I_ _ _ __I_

Movement Timing Ease

+ develop capabilities + develop capabilities
+ develop capabilities + trial + trial

SP + production + production + production

+ develop capabilities
PDL + develop capabilities 0 + oroduction

+ trial
SCM + production + cevelop capabilities + production

CM + develop capabilities 0 + develop capabilities

+ trial + compiler acquisition
Ada + production + trial - trial

Table 9-4: Broad-based Advocates' Effect on Adoption of Technologies

Table 9-4 can be read as follows: broad-based support is associated with -': o5rganization being
more likely to develop capabilities for using PDLs, structured programming, and complexity
metrics.

9.1.5. Overall Advocacy Effects

U Some overall observations can be made about the results shown in Tables 9-1 through 9-4, as
follows:

1. Overall, across technologies, adoption criteria, and phases, top-management primary
advo'acy has the least effect on adoption. In fact, it was assoc~ated significantly only with
the trial stage of adoption.

2. Overall, broad-based support has the most widespread, positive impact on software en-
gineering adoption.

3. The effect of middle-management primary advocacy appears to be an almost equal mix
of significant positive and negative effects. However, this is across all technologies,
adoption criteria, and stages of adoption. When the resuits are broken down by adoption
criteria, middle-management advocacy has a positive effect on movement, and a some-
what negative effect on timing (p < .1).

4. In addition, the technologies were grouped based on whether they were targeted to soft-
ware engineers (SP and POL) or to administrators (SCM and CM). When this grouping is
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done, middle-management advocacy has a positive association with administrative tech-
nologies, but a negative association with software-engineer tafoeted technologies

(p < .01).

5. In addition, positive middle-management effects are concentrated at the stage of devel-

oping capabilities for using the technology (p < .05).

6. The effect of technical-staff primary advocacy also appears to be an equal mix of signifi-
cant positive and negative effects. However, when the type of adoption criteria is taken I
into consideration, there tend&, to be a significant positive association with move'nent and

a negative association with ease of adoption (p < .01).

7. When the technologies are grouped into methods-based technologies (SP and CM) ver-

sus tool-based technologies (PDL and SCM), there are more negative associations of

technical staff advocacy with methods-based technologies (p < .05).

The reader is cautioned that the results of this analysis should be considered exploratory. How-

ever, the above observations may provide the practitioner with some preliminary guidelines as
to primary advocacy for successful adoption for different types of software engineering tech-
nologies.

t
I
!
!
I
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I
I
I
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1 9.2. Transition Mechanism Effects

The following sections summarize additional findings from the study. The data from each of the
chapters are displayed as matrices to show the influence of extensive use of different transition
mechanisms for all five of the technologies. Only those transition mechanisms that were incor-
porated in questionnaires for all five technologies are summarized in this way.

9.2.1. Effects of Training Prepared by In-House Staff

Table 9-5 summarizes the effects of extensive use of training prepared by ,i-house staff on the
adoption of all five of the technologies addressed in this study.I __ _ _ _ _ _ -__ _ _ _ _

Movement Timing Ease

SP 0 + production 0

+ develop capabilities
PDI + production + develop capabilities + production

+ develop capabilities
SCM .-+ trial - develop capabilities 0

CM + develop capabilities + production 0I ~+ compiler acquisitionI

+ develop capabilities
+ trial + trialiAda + production + production + develop capabilities

Table 9-5: Effects of Extensive Use of Training Prepared by In-House Staff Across
* Technologies

Table 9-5 can be read as follows: extensive use of training prepared by In-house staff was as-
sociated with an. organization being more likely to develop complexity metrics capabilities.

I
I
I
I
I
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9.2.2. Effects of Training Prepared by Outside Personnel

Table 9-6 summarizes the effects of extensive use of training prepared by outside personnel on I
the adoption of all five of the technologies addressed in this study.

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i

Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities - trial
SP I + trial - trial - production

-+ trial 3
PDL - production 0 + production

+ develop capabilities
SCM 0 + trial 0 3
CM 0 0 - develop capabilities

- develop capabilities
- compiler acquisition - compiler acquisitionAda + trial - production + trial

Table 9-6: Effect of Extensive Use of Training Prepared by Outside Personnel Across.3
Technologies

Table 9-6 can be read as follows: extensive use of training prepared by outside persvnnel is
associated with organizations developing structured programming capabilities later. 3

II
I
I
I
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9.2.3. Efferts of Written Documentation

Table 9-7 summarizes the effects of extensive use of written documentation on the adoption of
all five of the technologies addressed in this study.

Movement Timing Ease

+ develop capabilities
SP 0 + production 0

- trial

POL 0 0 + production

SCM + trial 0 0

+ develop capabilities
CM production - production + production

+ compiler acquisition
+ trial + develop capabilitiesAda + production + trial - production

= Table 9-7: Effect of Extensive Use of Written Documentation Across Technologies

Table 9-7 can be read as follows: extensive use of written documentation is associated with an
organization being more likely to use software cost models for trial.

1I

I
I
I
I
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9.2.4. Effects of Site Visits

Table 9-8 summarizes the effects of extensive use of site visits to other organizations where the 3
technology is used on the adoption of all five technologies.

Movement Timing Ease

+ develop capabilities
SP + trial + production + trial

PDL - production 0 - trial I
SCM + production + trial 0 3

trial 0 - develop capabilitiesi ,•M ~- trial '"

Ada 0 0 + compiler acquisition

Table 94: Effect of Extensive Use of Site Visits Across Technologies I
I

Table 9-8 can be read as follows: extensive use of site visits is associated with organizations
being less likely to use PDLs for production.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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9.2.5. Observations About the Effects of Transition Mechanisms

The above summary of the effects of extensive use of transition mechanisms suggests some
general observations, as follows:

1. Overall, across technologies, adoption stages, and adoption criteria, extensive use of
training prepared by in-house staff has the greatest positive association with software
engineering adoption.

2. Across technologies, but with effects that vary somewhat with adoption criteria and adop-
tion stage, extensive use of tralning prepared by outside personnel often is negatively
associated with adoption.

3. In general, positive associations of extensive use of transition mechanisms vary some-
what based on adoption stage. Extensive use of in-house training is associated more
with developing capabilities and pilot stages. Site visits and outside training is associated
more with trial stage of adoption.

4. When technologies are grouped into tool-based (PDL an,; SCM) versus methods-based
(SP and CM) technologies, there are some differences in transition mechanism effects.
Extensive use of both in-house and outside training is more positively associated with the
adoption of tools. Site visits are more positively associated with methods.

5. In general, analyzing the data in greater depth suggests that when extensive use of a
transition mechanism is eff -tive, it may be beneficial to begin extensive use as early as
possible and continue extu. sive use through trial.

9.3. Effects of Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages
The following sections summarize the influence of organizations' beliefs about perceived ad-
vantages or disadvantages on technology adoption. Questions dealing with beliefs about the
technologies were grouped together into several factors.' These factors are:

1 * lack of economic benefits

* training difficulties

II a obtaining government contracts

* resistance of technical staff to the tet, nnology

S1 . effects of interpersonal communications

The data for each factor are displayed in a matrix to show how each belief influences technol-
ogy adoption for all five technologies addressed in this study.

a A dain reduction technique known as factor analysis was used to group related questions. Fuentially, factor
nalysis groups variables based on patterns of similarity in responses to questions. In this w-Ay, the underlying

structure of beliefs is uncovered.

I
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9.3.1. Beliefs about Lack of Economic Benefits

Table 9-9 summarizes the relationship between beliefs about lack of economic benefits and the
adoption of the five technologies.

Movement Timing Ease

+ trial - trial
SP - production 0 - production

develop capabilities - develop capabilities
PDL - production - production - trial

- develop capabilities
Strial I

SCM - develop capabilities 0 - production

CM - develop capabilities 0 0
*... -compiler acquisition "

- develop capabilities
Ada - production 0

Table 9-9: Relationship Between Beliefs About Lack of Economic Benefits and
Adoption

Table 9-9 should be read as follows: belief that use of complexity metrics lacks economic bene-
fits is associated with an organization being less likely to develop capabilities for using complex-
ity metrics.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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9.3.2. Beliefs About Training Difficulties

Table 9-10 summarizes the relationship between beliefs about training difficulties and theI adoption of the five technologies addressed in this study.

Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities
- trial

SP 0 - production 0
- develop capabilities

PDL + trial - trial - production

SCM - production 0 0

CM 0 0 - develop capabilities

Ada 0 0 G

Table 9-10: Relationship Between Beliefs About Training Difficulties and Adoption

Table 9-10 should be read as follows: Belief that training personnel to use software cost models
is time-consuming and expensive is associated with an organization being less likely to use
software cost models for production.

For PDLs, beliefs about training difficulties were closely related to beliefs about resistance of
the technical staff to PDLs. These beliefs, therefore, have been combined into a single factor
and are reported both in Table 9-10 and Table 9-12.
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9.3.3. Beliefs About Obtaining Government Contracts

Table 9-11 summarizes the relationship between beliefs about obtaining government contracts
and the adoption of the five technologies addressed in this study.

I__I__•_ _"_I

Movement Timing Ease

SP + develop capabilities 0 0
+ develop capabilities

PDL + develop capabilities 0 + production

SCM + develop capabilities 0 - trial
+ develop capabilities

CM 0 0 + production

+ develop capabilities
Ada + production 0 0

Table 9-11: Relationship Between Beliefs About Obtaining Government Contracts
and Adoption

Table 9-11 should read as follows: Belief that adopting the technology will make the organiza- I
tion more likely N, receive government contracts is associated with organizations being more
likely to develop capabilities for using struciured programming.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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9.3.4. Beliefs About Resistance of Technical Staff

Table 9-12 summarizes the relationship between beliefs about resistance of technical staff and
the adoption of the five technologies.

Movement Timing Ease

- develop capabilities
- trialSID -production 0 - production
- develop capabilities

POL + trial - trial - production

SCM 0 - develop capabilities 0

CM 0 0 - trial

Ada 0 0 0

Table 9-12: Relationship Between Beliefs About Resistance of Technical Staff and
Adoption

Table 9-12 should be read as follows: belief that technical staff are resistant to structured pro-
gramming is associated with an organization being less likely to use structured programming
for production jobs.
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9.3.5. Interpersonal Communication and Adoption

Table 9-13 summarizes the relationship between interpersonal communications and the adop- 3
tion of the five technologies addressed in this study.

__ _ __ _ __ I__I___ I
Movement Timing Ease

SP + develop capabilities 0 + production

+ develop capabilities
+ trial

PDL + trial o production 0

SCM 0 + develop capabilities 0 3
+ develop capabilities
- tril

CM - production 0 - production I

Ada 0 0 + compiler acquisition
" ~I

Table 9-13: Relationship Between Interpersonal Communications and Adoption

Table 9-13 should be read as follows: communication among staff within the organization and

persons in other organizations about software cost models is associated with an organization
developing capabilities for using software cost models earlier.

II
I
I
I
I
I
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9.3.6. Summary of Effects of Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages

Overall, we can summarize the information in the preceding tables as follows:

1. Overall beliefs about the economic advantages (such as obtaining government con-
tracts) or disadvantages clearly have a significant association with software engineering
technology adoption, across all of the technologies addressed in this study. The potential
for obtaining government contracts in an incentive for adoption primarily at the "develop
capabilities" stage.

2. Human factors (training difficulties and the resistance of technical staff) seem to have
more impact on the ease of adoption than on timing or movement.

3. Human factors have their most extensive impact on technologies oriented to individual
software engineers (structured programming and PDLs).

4. Bi;;,=ts in economic incentives have their most extensive impact on the tool-based tech-
nologies (PDLs and software cost models).

5. Other factors which should be taken into consideration during the technology transition
process are:

"* advantages to the organization because of the prestige of adopting the Innovation
(leading to perceptions of leadership or innovativeness of the firm)

"* compatibility of the technology with either the mission of the firm orwith the technologi-
cal culture of the firm

" interpersonal communications among individual software engineers, both within the
firm and in other firms (to the extent that this is important, interpersonal communica-
tion about a new software engineering technology can sometimes be transmitted at
seminars and conferences)

These factors also were found to be significantly associated with technology adoption, although
not in as widespread a manner.
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10. Conclusion
This report discusses a study conducted to examine the adoption process for five software en- I
ginaering innovations: structured programming, program design languages, software cost
models, complexity metrics, and Ada. These innovations were chosen for study because they
varied in terms of the maturity of the technology, the tangibility of the innovation, and the pri-
mary user of the innovation. Organizations' adoption behavior was empirically examined as a
multi-stage process. Participants representing their organizational business units risponded to 3
questions about the organization's adoption decisions, the adoption process, transition mecha-
nisms used to facilitate adoption, and beliefs about the relative advantages and disadvantages
of the innovations. Stages in the adoption process examined included: whon capabilities for 3
using the innovation were developed, when the innovation was used for a trial project, and
when the innovation was used for a full production project.

The authors found that different factors often are related to adoption of the innovations at the
different stages. Transition mechanisms and perceived relative advantages of the innovation
which facilitate adoption at one stage do not necessarily have the same effect at other stages. 3
The analysis also examined the effect on the adoption process of the level in the organization of
the primary advocate for developing capabilities for using the innovation. By doing this type of
empirical study and analysis we hope to provide substantive aid to practitioners involved in the
technology transition process. An objective of this study iS to enable practitioners to more fully
understand the factors and processes that influence adoption, p,:stponement, or rejection of
these types of software engineering innovations. • well a.o to understand influences on the
smoothness of the process.
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Appendix A.1. Structured Programming Questions U
In this interview, I'mgoing to ask you questions about your
organization' s use of Structured Programming techniques. Some questions
may not be applicable for your organization. For questions which are not
applicable, tell me. We are interested in getting information from
organizations that are just beginning to develop Structured Programming 5
capabilities or have conuicered using Structured Programming but have
decided not to, as well as those that are.

La. Has your organization EVER developed Structured Progranmming capabilities? 5
This may have involved such tasks as training and/or hiring personnel.

Yes No 3
lb. Approximately when did your organization begin developing Structured

Prograznuing capabilities? 3
Month Year

ic. we would like to know who, in your organization, was the primary advocate 3
for the decision to develop a capability for using Structured Programning?

1s this person a member of IINTFRVIEWER: CHECK ONE) 3
.___•Op management,

.middle management,
technical staff, or
decision to develop Structured Programming capabilities was
based on broad support of technical management or staff. 3

ld. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of developing Structured
Programming capabilities boon? Please respond with any number between 1
and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means I
"THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH".

1234567

2a. Has Structured Prograzmming ever been used in your organization for a pilot
or test project?

Yes No

2b. Approximately when did your organization use Structured Programming for a
pilot or test project?

Month Year i
2c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Structured

Programming for a pilot or test project been? Please respond by giving me
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any number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL
SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH".

1234567

3a. Has Structured Programming EVER been used in your organization in a
production environment - that is, for any complete software-development
prQjects, rather than on a trial basis?

Yes No

3b. When did your organization begin using Structured Prograeming in a
production environment? Please give me an approximate month and year.

Month Year

3c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Structured
Programmirg in a production environment been? Please respond with any
number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL
SMOOTH" and / means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH".

1234567

4. There are many reasons why an organization might decide to develop a
capability for using Structured Programming. To what extent was each of
these reasons relevant to your organization's decision to consider
development of a capability for using Structured Programming? For each,
please give any number between 1 and 7 with I meaning "NOT AT ALL
RELEVANT" to 7 meaning "VERY RELEVANT".

3-Use of Structured Programming will be mandated for future
government contracts;
We believe developing Structured Progranuning capabilities will
make our organization more competitive in getting government
contracts;
We believe developing Structured Programming capabilities will
make our organization more competitive in getting consulting
projects with government contractors;
Software engineers working in OUR organization told people here
about the desirability of using Structured Prograrning;

.... Colleagues in OTHER organizations told us about the advantages
of using Structured Programming;
upper management believed that having capabilities for using

Structured Programming would benefit the organization;
_ Competitors were developing Structured Programming capabilities

-Other

5. Now we would like to know some of your opinions about Structured
Programnming. For each of the following statements, please indicate the

extent to which you agree or disagree with that statement. For each,
please give any number between 1 and 7, where 1 means you "STRONGLY
DISAGREE" with the statement and 7 means you "STRONGLY AGREE".
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I
a. Us3 of StruceuredProgramming 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

is compatible with software
engineering practice in my organization. I

b. Organizations that use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Structured Programuming
will be more likely to be
granted government cont racts.

c. Use of Structured Programming 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
is appropriate for
software engineering tasks. I

d. Theearlieranorganization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
develope Structured Programming
capabilities the more likely it
will receive government contracts.

e. Personnel familiar with other 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
software development methods I
can easily be trained to

use Structured Progqra-ning.

f. Use of Structured Proqrazmmng 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is more appropriate for
military applications than for
commercial applications.

g. Organizations that develop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Structured Programming capabilities I
wirhin the jiext year will be perceived

as being leaders in software development.

h. Organizations should have a "wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
and see" attitude until technical
problems with StructuredProgramming
have been ironed out.

i. Organizations that currently 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
use Structured Programnming ae more

innovative than those that do not.

j. Trainin qcoststoinstruct users 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of Structured Progranuming are steep.

k. Cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Structured Programming is loss i
favorable to the adopting

company than outside developors realize.

I. Maintenance costs of software 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
developed using Structured
Programming is unacceptably high. 3
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m. Use of Structured Programming 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
does not yield sufficient
economic benefits for our company.

r.. Technical staff are heavily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
conmtitted to old software development
methods which they feel work
very well for them.

3. Technical staff aceskeptical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
about the technical value
of using Structured Progranmming.

p Technical staff have no motivation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to adopt Structured Programming
since benefits would
be realized only at corporate level.

q. With respect to Structured 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Programming, technical staff feel that
they are being used as guinea pigs

in a management or government experiment.

r. Production pressures are such 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
that technical personnel cannot

easily take time to learn
Structured Programmuing methods.

s. Developing Capabilities for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
using Structured Programming
interferes with on-going

development processes.

6. We would also like to know to what extent YOUR OWN organization has
provided each of several types of transition mechanisms to users of
Structured Programming in YOUR organization.

6a First consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization DURING
THE APPROVAL PROCESS. For each, please give any number from 1 to 7, where
1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE
MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENTO.

-Structured Programming training prepared by in-house personnel
Structured Progrmlng treaining prcofreed by Outside pesonnel
sending personnel to seminars or conf orunces

Uproviding written documentation about Structured Programming or
articles from technical or scholarly journals

-visiting organizations where Structured Programming is used3tools to aid transition

6b Next, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE
Structured Programming capabilities WERE BEING DEVELOPED. For each,
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please give any number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT
AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVTDED TO A VERY GREAT
EXTENT".

-Structured Programming training prepared by in-house personnel
Structured Programming training prepared by outside personnel I
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

____providing written documentation about Structured Programming or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting organizations where Structured Programuming is used
tools to aid transition

6c Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE I
Structured Programming was BEING USED FOR A PILOT OR TEST PROJECT. For
each, please give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before. 3

Structured Programming training prepared by in-house personnel
Structured Programming training prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences I
providing written documentation about Structured Programming or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting organizations where Structured Programmning is used U
tools to aid transition

6d Finally, consider mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE
Structured Programming was BEING USED IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT. For U
each, please give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before.

Structured Programming training prepared by in-house personnel I
Structured Programming training prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

__p.zoviding written documentation about Structured Programrming or
articles from technical
or scholarly journals
visiting organizations where Structured Programmning is used I
tools to aid transition

7. In this question, we want to find out the relative amount of a firm' s
resources used by different transition mechanisms. I am going to read a
list of six transition mechanisms. If you have the questionnaire in front
of you, it might help at this time to look at it. After I read the list, I I
would like you to divide 100 points among the transition mechanisms in a
way that reflects your judgment as to the relative amount of
organizational resources used by each. For example, if each require the
same level of resources, you allocate about 17 points to each. If one
requires 40% of the resources, you allocate 40 points to that one, and
allocate the other 60 points to the remaining mechanisms. 3
The transition mechanisms are 1) Structured Programming TRAINING PREPARED
BY IN-HOUSE PERSONNEL, 2) Structured Programming TRAINING PREPARED BY
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OUTSIDE PERSONNEL, 3) SENDING PERSONNEL TO SEMINARS OR CONFERENCES 4)
PROVIDING WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION ABOUT Structured Prograrming OR ARTICLES
ABOUT Structured Progranmming FROM TECHNICAL OR SCHOLARLY JOURNALS, 5)
VISITS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHERE Str-uctured Prograrxming ARE USED, AND
6) TOOLS TO AID TRANSITION.
Now, please allocate points to each. of the 100 points, how many do you
allocate to: [INTERVIEWER: RECORD POINTS NEXT TO EACH. CHECK TO MAKE SURE
100 POINTS ARE ALLOCATED. I

training prepared by in-house personnel
training prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminazs or conferences

_roviding written documentation about Structured Programming or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
-visiting organizations where Structured Programming is used

tools to aid transition
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Appendix A.2. Program Design Language Questions U
In this interview, I'm going to ask you questions about Program Design

Languages. Some of the questions may not be applicable for your

organization. For questions which are not applicable, Just tell me. We

are interested in getting information from organizetions that are Just

beginning to use Program Design Languages, or have considered using U
Program Design Languages, but have decided not to use them, as well as

those that are. 3
la. Has your organization EVER developed any capabilities for using Program

Design Languages? This may have involved such tasks as training and/or

hiring personnel. We are also including possible acquisition of a specific 3
computer-based Program Design Language here.

Yes No 3
lb. Approximately when did your organization begin developing Program Design

Languages capabilities? 3
Month Year

ic. We would like to know who, in your organization, was the primary advocate

for the decision to develop capabilities for using Program Design
Languages?

Is this person a member of (INTERVIEWER: CHECK ONE) I
-top management,

iddle management, o
mechnical staff, or
the decision to develop PDL capabilities was based on broad

support of technical management or staff.

ld. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of developing Program Design

Languages capabilities been? Please respond with any number between 1 and

7 where 1 means 0THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE

PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH".

1234567 I

2a. Have Program Design Languages ever been used in your organization for a

pilot or test project? I
Yes No
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2b. Approximately when did your organization use Program Design Languages for
a pilot or test project?

Month Year

2c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Program Design
Languages for a pilot or test project been? Please respond by giving me
any number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL
SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

3a. Have Program Design Languages ever been used in your organization in a
production environment?

Yes No

3b. When did your organization begin using Program Design Languages in a
production environment? Please give me an approximate month and year.

Month Year

3c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Program Design
Languages in a production environment been? Please respond with any
number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL
SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

4. There are many reasons why an organization might decide to develop a
Program Design Language capability. To what extent was each of these
reasons relevant to your organization' s decision to consider development
of a Program Design Language capability? For each, please give any number
between 1 and 7 with 1 meaning "NOT AT ALL RELEVANT" to 7 meaning "VERY
RELEVANT."

-. Program Design Languages will be mandated for future government
contracts;IWe believe developing Program Design Languages capabilities will
make our organization more competitive in getting government
contracts;

-_make Program Design Language tools,
We believe developing Program Design Languages capabilities will
make our organization more competitive in getting consulting
projects with government contractors;
Software engineers working in OUR organization told people here
about the desirability of having Program Design Language
capabilities;
Colleagues in OTHER organizations told us about advantages of
using Program Design Languages
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____Upper management believed having Program Design Languages
capabilities would benefit the organization;

_Competitors were developing Program Design Languages
capabilities.

-Other _

S. Now we would like to know some of your opinions about Program Design
Languages. For each of the following statements, please indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree with that statement. For each, £
please give any number between 1 and 7, where 1 means you "STRONGLY
DISAGREE" with the statement and 7 means you "STRONGLY AGREE."

a. Use of Program Design Languages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
is compatible with software
engineering practice in my organization. 3

b. Organizations that develop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Program Design Language
capabilities will be more likely
to be granted government contracts.

c. Program Design Languages are 1 2 3 4 5 6 17
appropriate tools for U
software engineering tasks.

d. The earlieranorganization 1 2 3 4 5 6 17
develops Program Design Languages
capabilities, the more likely it
will receive government contracts. 3

e. Personnel familiar with other 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
software design methods can easily

be trained to use Program Design Languages.

f. Use of Program Design Languages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is more appropriate for military I
applications than for commercial

applications.

g. Organizations should have a "wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
and see" attitude until technical
problems with Program Design Languages
have been ironed out.

h. Organizations that develop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Program Design Language capabilitiesI
within the next year will be perceived

as being leaders in software development.

i. Organization3 that currentlyhave 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Program Design Language capabilities
are more innovative than those that do not. 3
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J. Training costs for the introduction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of Program Dosign Languagee are steep.

k. Cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Program Design Languages is less
favorable to the adopting

company than outside developers realize.

1. Performance quality of Program 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Design Languages is too low to justify
developing a Program Design Language
capability at this time.

3 m. Use of Program DesignLanguages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
does not yield sufficient
economic benefits for our company.

n. Return on investment for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Program Design Languages is3 too long term.

0. Technical staff are heavily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
committed to old system design
methods which they feel work
very well for them.

p. Technical staff are skeptical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
about the technical value of
Program Design Languages.

3 q. Technical staff havenomotivation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to adopt Program Design Languages
since benefits would
be realized only at corporate level.

r. With respect to ProgramDesign 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Languages, technical staff feel
that they are being used as guinea
pigs in a management or government3 experiment.

s. Production pressures are such 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
that technical personnel cannot
easily take time to learn
Program Design Languages.

5 t. Developing Program Design 2 3 4 5 6 7
Language capabilities interferes
with on-going development processes.

3 6. We would also like to know to what extent YOUR OWN organization has
provided each of the following types of transition mechanisms to users of
Program Design Languages in YOUR organization.
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6a First we will consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization
BEFORE ACQUISITION, DURING THE APPROVAL PROCESS. For each, please give
any number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL I
PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT
EXTENT." (INTERVIEWER: READ LIST AND RECORD RESPONSE I

jrogram. Design Language training prepared by in-house personnel
-Program Design Language training prepared by outside personnel

sending personnel to seminars or conferences
providing written documentation about Program Design Languages
or articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where there are users of PDLs

tool to aid transition I
6b Next, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE

PROGRAM DESIGN LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES WERE BEING DEVELOPED. For each,
please give any number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT I
AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT
EXTENT." 3

__Program Design Language training prepared by in-.use personnel

___Program Design Language training prepared by outsiide personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

___providing written documentation about Program Design Languages
or articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where there are users of PDLs 3
tools to aid transition

6c Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE A
PROGRAM DESIGN LANGUAGE WAS BEING USED FOR A PILOT OR TEST PROJECT. 7)Ir

each, please give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before.

___Program Design Language training prepared by in-house personnel
___Program Design Language training prepared by Outside personnel

sending personnel to seminars or conferences

___providing written documentation about Program Design Languages
or articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where there are users of PDLs

tools to aid transition I
6d Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WLILE A

PROGRAM DESIGN LANGUAGE WAS BEING USED IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT. For
each, please give any number from 1 to 7, using the ine scale as before.

____Program Design Language training prepared by in-house personnel
Program Design Language training prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences
providing written documentation about Program Design Languages
or arti'-les from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where there are users of PDLs
tools to aid transition 3
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7. Tn th.s question, we want zo find out the relative amount of a firm's
resources u.iedby different transition mechanisms. I am going to read a
list of six transition mechanisms. If you have the questionnaire in front
of you, it might help at this time to look at that questionnaire. After I
read che list, I would like you to divide 100 points among the transition
mechanisms in a way that reflec•s your judgment as to the relative amount
of organizational resources used by each. For example, if each require
the same level of resources, you allocate about 17 points to each. If one
requires 40% of the resources, you allocate 40 points to that one, and
allocate the other 60 points to the remaining transition mechanisms.

The transition mechanisms are 1) Program Desaon Language TRAINING PREPARED
BY IN-HOUSE PERSONNEL, 2) Proe-ram Design Language TRAINING PREPARED BY
OUTSIDE PERSONNEL, 3) SENDING PERSONNEL TO SEMINARS OR CONFERENCES, 4)
PROVIDING WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION ABOUT PDLs OR ARTICLES ABOUT PDLs FROM
TECHNTCAL OR SCHOLARLY JOURNALS, 5) VISITS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHERE
THERE. ARE UEZRS of PDLs, AND 6) TOOLS TO AID TRANSITION. I'l l repeat them
again at any point.

Now, please allocate points to each. of the 100 points, howmany do you
allocate to: (INTERVIEWER: RECORD POINTS NEXT TO EACH. CHECK TO MAKE SURE
100 POINTS ARE ALLOCATED. ]

training in Program Design Languages prepared by in-house
personnelItraining in Program Design Languages prepared by outside
personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

____provide written documentation about Program Design Languages or
articles about Program Design Languages from technical or
scholarly Journals

visit other organizations where there are users of PDLa
tools to aid transition
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Appendix A.3. Software Cost Models Questions

In this interview, I'mgoing to ask you questions about your
organization' s use of Software Cost Models. An example of a software cost
model used by some organizations is COCOMO, a model in which the cost of 3
computer software is modeled as a function of the product, computer,
personnel and project. Some of the questions may not be applicable for
your organization. For questions which are not applicable, just tell me. 3
we are interested in getting information from organizations that are Just
beginning to develop capabilities for using Software Cost Models or have
considered Software Cost Models, but have decided not to use them, as well
as those that are.

la. Has your organization ever developed capabilities for using Software Cost
Models? This may have involved su..h tasks as training and/or hiring person-
nel. We are also including possible acquisition of a Software Cost Model
software package here, as well as possibly developing Software Cost Models
in-house, or deriving Software Cost Models from published literature.

Yes No

lb. Approximately when did your organization begin developing Capabilities for
using Software Cost Models?

Month Year U
ic. We would like to know who, in your organization, was the primary advocate for

the decision to develop a capability for using Software Cost Models? Is this I
person a member of (INTERVIEWER: CHECK ONE]

top management, I
middle management,

technical staff, or
decis on to develop Software Cost Model capabilities was based 3
on broad support of technical management or staff. .

Id. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of developing capabilities for
using Software Cost Models been? Please respond with any number between I
and 7 where I means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE
PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH." 3

1234567

2a. Have Software Cost Models ever been used in your organization for a pilot or 3
test project?

Yes No 3

I
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2b. Approximately when did your organization use Software Cost Models for a
pilot or test project?

Month Year

2c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Software Cost Models for
a pilot or test project been? Please respond by giving me any number between
1 and 7 where I means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE
PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

3a,. Have Software Cost Models ever been used in your organization in a production
environment - that is, for any complete software-development projects,
rather than on a trial basis?

3Yes No

3b. When did your organization begin using Software Cost Models in a production
environment? Please give me an approximate month and year.

Month Year

I 3c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Software Cost Models in a
production environment been? Please respond with any number bstween 1 and 7
where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROC-
ESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

4. There are many reasons why an organization might decide to develop a
capability for using Software Cost Models. To what extent was each of these
reasons relevant to your organization' s decision to consider development of
a capability for using Software Cost Models? For each, please give any number
between 1 and 7 with 1 meaning "NOT AT ALL RELEVANT" to 7 meaning "VERY3 RELEVANT."

Use of Software Cost Models will be mandated for future
government contracts;IWe believe developing Capabilities for using Software Cost
Models will make our organization more competitive in getting
government contracts;

-We develop Software Cost Model software;
We believe developing Capabilities for using Software Cost

Models will make our organization more competitive in getting
consulting pro jects with government contractors ;
Software engineers working in OUR organization told people here
about the desirability of having Capabilities for using Software
Cost Models;
Colleagues in OTHER organizations told us about the advantages3 of using Software Cost Models;
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____Upper management believed that having Capabilities for using
Software Cost Models would benefit the organization;

____Competitors were developing Capabilities for using Softv ire Cost
Models.
Other 3

5. Now we would like to know some of your opinions about Software Cost
Models. For each of the following statements, please indicate the extent
to which you agree or disagree with that statement. For each, please give
any number between 1 and 7, where 1 means you "STRONGLY DISAGREE" with the
statement and 7 means you "STRONGLY AGREE" with the statement. m

a. use of software cost Models 1 2 3 .; 5 6 7
is compatible with software
engineering practice in my organization. 3

b. Organizations that use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Software Cost Models will
be more likely to be 3
granted government contracts.

c. Use of Software Cost Models 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
is appropriate for
software engineering tasks. 3

d. The earlier an organization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
develops Capabilities for
using Software Cost Models, the
more likely it will receive
government contracts.

e. Personnel familiar with other 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
software cost estimation techniques
can easily be trained to

use Software Cost Models.

f. Use of Software Cost Models 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is more appropriate for military
applications than fo c ommercial
applications.

g. organizations that develop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
capabilities for using Software
Cost Models within the next year
will be perceived as being leaders I
in software development.

h. Organizations should havea"wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 73

and see" attitude until technical
problems with Software Cost Models
have been ironed out.
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i. Organizations that cuLrentlyhave 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Capabilities for using Software
Cost Models are more innovative
than those that do not.

J. Costs to train people to use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Software Cost Models are steep.

k. Cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Software Cost Models is less
favorable to the adopting
company than outside developers realize.

1. Performance accuracy of Software 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Coat Models is too low to Justify
using them at this time.

m. Use of Software Cost Models 12 3 4 5 67
does not yield sufficient economic
benefits for our company.

n. Technical staff are heavily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
committed to old software cost

- estimation techniques which they feel work
very well for them.

o. Technical staff are skeptical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7about the technical value of
using Software Cost Models.

3 p. Technical staff have no motivation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to adopt Software Cost Models
since benefits would
be realized only at corporate level.

q. With respect to Software Cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Models, technical staff feel that
they are being used as guinea pigs
in a management or government experiment.

3 r. Production pressuresaresuch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
that technical personnel cannot
easily take time to learn to use
Software Cost Models.

a. DevelopingCapabilities for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
using Software Cost Models
interferes with on-going
development processes.

3 6. We would also like to know to what extent YOUR OWN organization has
provided each of several types of transition mechanisms to users of
Software Cost Models in YOUR organization.
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6a First consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization BEFORE
ACQUISITION, DURING THE APPROVAL PROCESS. For each, please give any
number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", 3
and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT. "

training in Software Cost Models prepared by in-house personnel
training in Software Cost Models prepared by outside personnel
. roviding written documentation about Software Cost Models or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Software Cost Models are used

6b Next, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE
Capabilities for using Software Cost Models WERE BEING DEVELOPED. For
each, please give any number from i to 7, where I means "THE MECHANISM WAS
NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VL.ERY
GREAT EXTENT." I

training in Software Cost Modols prepared by in-house personnel
training in Software Cost Models prepared by outside personnel I

____providing written documentation about Software Cost Models or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Software Cost Models are used

6c Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE
Software Cost Models WERE BEING USED FOR A PILOT OR TEST PROJECT. For
each, please give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before.

training in Software Cost Models prepared by in-house personnel
training in Software Cost Models prepared by outside personnel

.____providing written documentation about Software Cost Models or
articles from technical or scholarly journals

visiting other organizations where Software Cost Models are used

6d Finally, consider mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE Software
Cost Models WERE BEING USED IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT. For each, please I
give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before.

training in Software Cost Models prepared by in-house personnel
training in Software Cost Models prepared by outside personnel I

____providing written documentation about Software Cost Models or
articles from technical or scholarly journals 3
visiting other organizations where Software Cost Model s are used

7. In this question, we want to find out the relative amount of a firm' s re-
sources used by different transition mechanisms. I am going to read a list of
four transition mechanisms. If you have the questionnaire in front of you,
it might help at this time to look at it. After I read the list, 1 would like
you to divide 100 points among the transition mechanisms in a way that re-
flects your judgment as to the relative amount of organizational resources
used by each. For example, if each require the same level of resources, you 3
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allocate 25 points to each. If one requires 40% of the resources, you allo-
zate 40 points to that one, and allocate the other 60 points to the remaining
mechanisms.

The transition mechanisms are 1) Software Cost Models TRAINING PREPARED BY
IN-HOUSE PERSONNEL, 2) Software Cost Models TRAINING PREPARED BY OUTSIDE
PERSONNEL, 3) PROVIDING WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION ABOUT Software Cost Models OR
ARTICLES ABOUT Software Cost Models FROM TECHNICAL OR SCHOLARLY JOURNALS,
AND 4) VISITS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHERE SOFTWARE COST MODELS ARE USED.
I' II repeat the.n again at any point.

NOw, please allocate points to each. of the 100 points, how many do you allo-
cate to: (INTERVIEWER: RECORD POINTS NEXT TO EACH. CHECK TO MAKE SURE 100
POINTS ARE ALLOCATED.)

training prepared by in-house personnel
�training prepared by outside personnel
____providing written documentation about Software Cost Models or

articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Software Cost Models are used
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Appendix A.4. Complexity Metrics Questions

in this interview, I'm going to ask you questions about your organization's I
use ot ComplexityMetrics. Examples of software complexity metrics used by
some organizations are Halstead' s effort equation and McCabe' s cyclomatic
complexity measure. As a rule most of these metrics incorporate easily com-
puted properties of source code.

Some of the questions may not be applicable for your organization. For ques- 3
tions which are not applicable, Just tell me. We are interested in getting
information from organizations that are just beginning to develop capabili-
ties for using Complexity Metrics or have considered Complexity Metrics, but 3
have decided not to use them, as well as those that are.

la. Has your organization ever developed capabilities for using Complexity
Metrics? This may have involved such tasks as training and/or hiring person-
nel. Here we are also including possibly developing Complexity Metrics in-
house, or deriving Complexity Metrics from published literature. 3

Yes No

lb. Approximately when did your organization begin developing Capabilities for 5
using Complexity Metrics?

Month Year 3
Ic. We would like to know who, in your organization, was the primary advocate for

the decision to develop a capability for using Complexity Metrics? 3
Is this person a member of (INTERVIEWER: CHECK ONE]

top management, 3
middle management,
technical staff or
decision to develop Complexity Metrics capabilities was based on 3
broad support of technical management or staff.

Id. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of developing capabilities for
using Complexity Metrics been? Please respond with any number between 1 and
7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROC-
ESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH." 3

1234567

2a. Have Complexity Metrics ever been used in your organization for a pilot or 3
test project?

Yes No 3

1
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2b. Approximately when did your organization use Complexity Metrics for a pilot
or test project?

Month Year

2c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Complexity Metrics for a
pilot or test project been? Please respond by giving me any number between 1
and 7 where 1 means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE
PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMCOTH."

3 1234567

3a. Have Complexity Metrics ever been used in your organization in a production
environment - that is, for any complete software-development projects,
rather than on a trial basis?

Yes No

3b. When did your organization begin using Complexity Metrics in a production
enviro&'rent? Please give me an approximate month and year.

Month Year

3c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Complexity Metrics in a
production environment been? Please respond with any number between 1 and 7
where I means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROC-
ESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

4. There are many reasons why an organization might decide to develop a capabil-
ity for using Complexity Metrics. To what extent was each of these reasons
relevant to your organization' s decision to consider development of a capa-
bility for using Complexity Metrics? For each, please give any number be-
tween 1 and 7 with 1 meaning "NOT AT ALL RELEVANT" to 7 meaning "VERY RELE-
VANT."

Use of Complexity Metrics will be mandated for future
government contracts;
We believe developing capabilities for using Complexity Metrics

will make our organization more competitive in getting
government contracts;
We believe developing capabilities for using Complexity Metrics
will make our organization more competitive in getting

consulting projects with government contractors;ISoftware engineers working in OUR organization told people here
about the desirability of having Capabilities for using
Complexity Metrics;
Colleagues in OTHER organizations told us about the advantages
of using Complexity Metrics;
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____Upper management believed that having capabilities for using

Complexity Metrics would benefit the organization;
Competitors were developing capabilities for using Complexity
Metrics.
Other__

5. Now we would 1.ike to know some of your opinions about Complexity Metrics. For

each of the following statements, please indicate the extent to which you I
agree or disagree with that statement. For each, please give any number

between 1 and 7, where 1 means you "STRONGLY DISAGREE" with the statement and

7 means you "STRONGLY AGRF.E" with the statement. 3
a. Use of Complexity Metrics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

is compatible with software

engineering practice in my organization.

b. Organizations that use 1 2 3 4 5 6 '
Complexity Metrics will 3
be more likely to be
granted government contracts.

c. Use of ComplexityMetrics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is appropriate for software
engineering tasks. 3

d. The earlier an organization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
develops Capabilities fol using
Complexity Metrics, the
more likely it will receive
government contracts.

e. Use of Complexity Metrics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
is more appropriate for military
applications than for com•nercial

applications.

f. Organizations that develop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
capabilities for using Complexity i
Metrics within the next year will

be perceived as being leaders
in software development. 3

g. Organizations should have a "wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
and see" attitude until technical
problems with Complexity Metrics
have been ironed out.

h. Organizations that currently have 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
capabilities for using Complexity
Metrics are more innovative than
those that do not. 3
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I i. Costs to train people to use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Complexity Metrics are steep.

J. Cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Complexity Metrics is less
favorable to the adopting
company than outsiders realize.

k. Performance accuracy of Complexity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SMetrics is too low to Justify
using them at this time.

1 . Useof Complexity Metrics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
does not yield sufficient economic
benefits for our company.

m. Technical staff are skeptical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
about the technical value of
using Complexity Metrics.

n. Technical staff have no motivation 1 2 3 4 S 6 7
to adopt Complexity Metrics
since benefits would be realized
only at corporate level.

o. With respect to Complexity 1 2 34 5 6 7
Metrics, technical staff feel that
they are being used as guinea pigs
in a management or government experiment.

p. Production pressures are such 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
that technical personnel cannot
easily take time to learn to use
Complexity Metrics.

q. Developing capabilities for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
using Complexity Metrics
interferes with on-going
development processes.

6. We would also like to know to what extent YOUR OWN organization has provided
each of several types of transition mechanisms to users of Complexity
Metrics in YOUR organization.

6a First consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization BEFORE
ACQUISITION, DURING THE APPROVAL PROCESS. For each, please give any number
from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means
"THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT. "

training in Complexity Metrics prepared by in-house personnel
training in Complexity Metrics prepared by outside personnel
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providing written documentation about Complexity Metrics or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Complexity Metrics are used

6b Next, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE

capabilities for using Complexity Metrics WERE BEING DEVELOPED. For each, 3
please give any number from I to 7, where I means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL

PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT."

training in Complexity Metrics prepared by in-house personnel
training in Complexity Metrics prepared by outside personnel

.___providing written documentation about Complexity Metrics or

articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Complexity Metrics are used

6c Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE 3
Complexity Metrics WERE BEING USED FOR A PILOT OR TEST PROJECT. For each,

please give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before.

training in Complexity Metrics prepared by in-house personnel

training in Complexity Metrics prepared by outside personnel

___providing written documentation about Complexity Metrics or I
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Complexity Metrics are used

6d Finally, consider mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE Complex- I
ity Metrics WERE BEING USED IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT. For each, please

give any number from 1 to 7, using the same scale as before. 3
training in Complexity Metrics prepared by in-house personnel

training in Complexity Metrics prepared by outside personnel

___providing written documentation about Complexity Metrics or I
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Complexity Metrics are used

7. In this question, we want to find out the relative amount of a firm' s re-

sources used by different transition mechanisms. I am going to read a list of

four transition mechanisms. If you have the questionnaire in front of you, 3
it might help at this time to look at it. After I readthe list, I would like

you to divide 100 points among the transition mechanisms in a way that re-
flects your judgment as to the relative amount of organizational resources

used by each. For example, if each require the same level of resources, you

allocate 25 points to each. If one requires 40% of the resources, you allo-

cate 40 points to that one, and allocate the other 60 points to the remaining

mechanisms.

The transition mechanisms are 1) Complexity Metrics TRAINING PREPARED BY IN-

HOUSE PERSONNEL, 2) Complexity Metrics TRAINING PREPARED BY OUTSIDE PERSON-

NEL, 3) PROVIDING WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION ABOUT Complexity Metrics OR ARTI-

CLES ABOUT Complexity Metrics FROM TECHNICAL OR SCHOLARLY JOURNALS, AND 4) 3
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VISITS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHERE Complexity Metrics ARE USED. I'll re-
peat them again at any point.

Now, please allocate points to each. of the 100 points, how manydo you allo-
cate to: (INTERVIEWER: RECORD POINTS NEXT TO EACH. CHECK TO MAKE SURE 100

POINTS ARE ALLOCATED,)

training prepared by in-house personzLl
training prepared by outside personnel3--providing written documentation about Complexity Metrics or
articles from technical or scholarly journals
visiting other organizations where Complexity Metrics are used

3
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Appendix A.5. Ada Questions I
In this interview, I'mgoing to ask you questions about Ada. Some of the 3
questions may not be applicable for your organization. For questions
which are not applicable, just tell me. we are interested in getting

information from organizations that are just beginning to develop Ada
capabilities or have considered Ada, but have decided not to use it, as

well as those that are. 3
la. Has your organization acquired an Ada compiler?

Yes No 3
lb. Approximately when did your organization acquire an Ada compiler?

Month Year 3
id. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of acquiring an Ada compiler

been? Please respond with any number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROC-

ESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY

SMOOTH."

1234567 3
2a • Has your organization EVER developed any Ada capabilities? This may have in-

volved such tasks as training and/or hiring personnel. We are NOT including

acquisition of an Ada compiler here.

Yes No

2b. Approximately when did your organization begin developing Ada capabilities?

Month Year

2c. We would like to know who, in your organization, was the primary advocate for

the decision to develop an Ada capability?

Is this person a member of [ INTERVIEWER: CHECK ONE] 3
_ top management,

middle management,
technical staff, or
decision to develop Ada capabilities was based on broad support of

technical management or staff.

2d. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of developing Ada capabilities U
been? Please respond with any number between 1 and 7 where 1 means "THE PROC-

ESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EXTREMELY

SMOOTH."

1234567 M
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3a. Has Ada ever been used in your organization for a pilot or test project?

I Yes No

3b. Approximately when did your organization use Ada for a pilot or test project?

IMonth Year

3c. In your opinion, how smooth has th.process of usingAda for apilot or test
project been? Please respond by giving me any number between 1 and 7 where 1
means "THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS
BEEN EXTREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

4a. Has Aaa ever been used in your organization in a production environment?

Yes No

4b. When did your organization begin using Ada in a production environment?
Please give me an approximate month and year.

Month Year

4c. In your opinion, how smooth has the process of using Ada in a production envi-
ronment been? Please respond with any number between 1 and 7 where 1 means
"THE PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN AT ALL SMOOTH" and 7 means "THE PROCESS HAS BEEN EX-
TREMELY SMOOTH."

1234567

5. There are many reasons why an organization might decide to develop an Ada ca-
pability. To what extent was each of these reasons relevant to your organi-
zation' s decision to consider development of an Ada capability? For each,
please give any number between 1 and 7 with 1 meaning "NOT AT ALL RELEVANT" to
7 meaning "VERY RELEVAN1T."

Ada will be mandated for future government contracts;
-we believe developing Ada capabilities will make our
organization more competitive in getting government contracts;
We make third party Ada support tools or compilers;
We believe developing Ada capabilities will make our
organization more competitive in getting consulting projects
with government contractors;
Software engineers working in OUR organization told people here
about the desirability of having Ada capabilities;
Colleagues in OTHER organizations told us about Ada' s advantages
Upper management believed having Ada capabilities would benefit
the organization;

_.___Competitors were developing Ada capabilities.
-Other
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6. Now we would like to know some of your opinions about Ada. For each of the
following statements, please indicate the extent to which you agree or dis-
agree with that statement. For each, please give any number between 1 and 7,
where 1 means you "STRONGLY DISAGREE" with the statement and 7 means you
"STRONGLY AGREE" with the statement.

a. Ada is compatible with software 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
engineering practice in my organization.

b. Organizations that develop Ada 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
capabilities will be more likely
to be granted government contracts. 3

c. Ada is an appropriate language 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
for 3oftware engineering tasks. 3

d. The earlier an organization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
develops Ada capabilities, the
more likely it will receive I
government contracts.

e. Personnel familiar with languages 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
like Fortran can easily be trained to
program in Ada.

f. Ada is amore appropriate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
prograrming environment for military
applications than for comnmercial
applications.

g. There are sufficient Ada tools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
available to justify developing
an Ada capability at this time.

h. Organizations should have a"wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
and see" attitude regarding the Ada
mandate before developing Ada capability.

i. Organizations that develop Ada 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
capabilities within the next year
will be perceived as being leaders

in software development.

j. Organizations should have a"wait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

and see" attitude until technical
problems with Ada have been ironed out.

k. Organizations that currently have 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
Ada capabilities are more innovative

than those that do not. 3
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1. Trainingcosts for the introduction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of Ada ard steep.

m. Cost-to-benefit ratio of adopting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Ada is less favorable to the adopting
company than outside developers realize.

n. Performance quality of Ada 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
compilers is too low to justify
developing an Ada capability at this time.

o. Adadoes not yield sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
economic benefits for our company.

p. Return on investment for Ada is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
too long term.

q. Technical staff areheavily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
conmitted to old programming
languages which they feel work
very well for them.

r. Technical staff are skeptical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
about the technical value of Ada.

s. Technical staff have no motivation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to adopt Ada since benefits would
be realized only at corporate level.

t. WithrespeattoAda, technical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
staff feel that they are being
used as guinea pigs in a
management or government experiment.

u. Production pressures are such 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
that technical personnel cannot
easily take time to learn Ada.

v. Developing Ada capabilities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
interferes with on-going
development processes.

7. We would also like to know to what extent YOUR OWN organization has provided
each of the following types of transition mechanisms to users of Ada in YOUR
organization.

7a First we will consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization
BEFORE ACQUISITION, DURING THE APPROVAL PROCESS. For each, please give any
number from 1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and
7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT." (INTERVIEWER.
READ LIST AND RECORD RESPONSE]
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I
training in Ada prepared by in-house personnel
training in Ada prepared by outside personnelm

sending personnel to seminars or conferences, for example, tt5
SIGAda

____provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals U
visit other i 7ations where there are Ada users

7b Next, consider t.rans :- iechanisms provided by your organization AT COM- 3
PILER INSTALLATION. Fr _ch, please give any number from 1 to 7, where 1
means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE MECHANISM WAS
PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT. " I

training in Ada prepared by in-house personnel
training in Ada prepared by Outside personnel

sending personnel to seminars or conferences
provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals
visit other organizations where there are Ada users

7% Next, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE
ADA CAPABILITIES WERE BEING DEVELOPED. For each, please give any number from I
1 to 7, where 1 means "THE MECHANISM WAS NOT AT ALL PROVIDED", and 7 means "THE

MECHANISM WAS PROVIDED TO A VERY GREAT EXTENT." I

training in Ada prepared by in-house personnel
training in Ada prepared by outside personnel
seriding personnel to seminars or conferences

___provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals
visit other organizations where there are Ada users 3

7d Now, consi'Er transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE ADA
WAS BEING USED FOR A PILOT OR TEST' PROJECT. For each, please give any number

from I to 7, using the same scale as before.

training in Ada prepared by in-house personnel
training in Ada prepared by outside personnel I
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

____provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals I
visit other organizations where there are Ada users

7e Now, consider transition mechanisms provided by your organization WHILE ADA
WAS BEING USED IN A PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT. For each, please give any number
from ! to 7, using the same scale as before.

training in Ada prepared by in-house persciinel U
training in Ada prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences 3
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I_____provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals
visit other organizations where there are Ada users

8. In this question, we want to find out the relative amount of a firm' s re-
Sources used by different transition mechanisms. Iamgoingto read alist of
fivetransition mechanisms. If you have the questionnaire in front of you,
it might help at this time to look at that questionnaire. After I read the
list, I would like you to divide 100 points among the transition mechanisms
in a way that reflects your judgment as to the relative amount of organiza-
tional resources used by each. For example, if each require the same level of
resources, you allocate 20 points to each. If one requires 40% of the re-
sources, you allocate 40 points to that one, and allocate the other 60 points
to the remaining transition mechanisms.

The transition mechanisms are 1) ADA TRAINING PREPARED BY IN-HOUSE PERSON-
NEL, 2) ADA TRAINING PREPARED BY OUTSIDE PERSONNEL, 3) SENDING PERSONNEL TO
SEMINARS OR CONFERENCES, FOR EXAMPLE, TO SIGADA, 4) PROVIDING WRITTEN DOCU-
MENTATION ABOUT ADA OR ARTICLES ABOUT ADA FROM TECHNICAL OR SCHOLARLY JOUR-
NALS, AND 5) VISITS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS WHERE THERE ARE ADA USERS. I' 1
repeat them again at any point.

Now, please allocate points to each. of the 100 points, how many do you allo-
cate to: ( INTERVIEWER: RECORD POINTS NEXT TO EACH. CHECK TO MAKE SURE 100
POINTS ARE ALLOCATED. I

-__ raining in Ada prepared by in-house personnel
training in Ada prepared by outside personnel
sending personnel to seminars or conferences

.__provide written documentation about Ada or articles about Ada
from technical or scholarly journals

-visit other organizations where there are Ada users
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Appendix B. Solicitation Letter

(DATE] I
(NAME & ADDRESS] U

Dear [NAME]J:

We are writing to ask you to participate in the continuation of a research
study which we are conducting in cooperation with the assistance of the NSIA
Software Commuittee. We believe this study could prove to be of substantial value
to you and your firm. We are faculty members in Carnegie Mellon University' r
Graduate School of Business working on this study as official members of the I
Software Engineering Institute, which recently joined the NSIA. We are
interested in understanding the process by which organizations such as yours make
decisions to reject or integrate new technologies into their businesses. We are I
writing this letter to ask you to join us as participants in the initial study of
this research program, funded in part by the Software Engineering Institute and
Carnegie Mellon University.

Undoubtedly, you are besieged with requests like ours; but before you put
this letter in the waste basket, please read it to the end. Unlike many faculty I
mefrbers, we entered our academic careers after working for over twenty years
(collectively) in strategy development andmarketing in firms whose businesses
ranged from meeting the engineering needs of the military to financial services. i
Reflecting on these experiences, we have become part of a small, but growing,
group of scholars who are developing research programs that are of practical
value to American businesses and of rigorous scientific quality as well. We are
writing this letter to ask you to join us in th. first phase of a larger research
program that reflects these goals.

Specifically, our research program is concerned first with the factors that
influence the understanding of the adoption, postponement or rejection of "new"
technologies by organizations. This first phase of our research will provide the
basis for the next phase, in which we plan to investigate which cost-effective
action& an organization might take to accelerate the technology adoption process.
Technologies of interest to us are the ADA programming environment, software
metrics and cost-estimation procedures, e-mail, program development languages,
structured programming, and expert systems. Technology is interpreted broadly as
either new tools or methods. We are writing to ask if you and your organization
would be willing to serve as a participant in our research. The thirty-four
fiLms that have agreed to participate in the study so far include some of the
best-known firms in the software development business. As a participant, your 3
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organization would be in excellent company.

Your participation in the study and your organization's involve two steps.
First, we need your help as the company contact in locating individuals in your
firm who have knowledge of adopt/re-ect decisions relating to a small set of

technologies. In many cases, the appropriate individual may be you. In other
cases, it may be someone else in your organization. Similarly, one individual
may be knowledgeable about decision processes relating to several technologies.
We will always prepare you for our telephone call by sending you a letter
indicating the questions we will ask. This will be done approximately two weeks
in advance of our telephone call. This should make it easier for you to guide us
to a person in your organization who is knowledgeable about the
adoption/rejection decisions relating to a specific technology. We anticipate
that this will take 10 to 15 minutes of your time. Second, we will telephone
these individuals to set up a mutually convenient time for conducting the
telephone interview. Prior to conducting this interview, we will help each
interviewee by sending him or her a list of the questions we will ask during the
telephone interview. We anticipate that an interview fora specific technology

will take approximately 20 minutes. At the conclusion of this study, we will
provide you with an executive summary of these findings. A more formal
presentation may also be arranged if you desire. If you are interested in
continuing your relationship with the larger research program, we will offer you
that opportunity.

We would very much like to have your participation in the study. We
realize that you are very busy, but we believe that our research would be
valuable to the practicing manager interested in accelerating technology
adoption. If you are interested in having your organization participate in this
study, please fill out the enclosed form and return it in the enclosed,
solef-addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

Judy Bayer, Ph.D. Nancy Melon*, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Industrial Assistant Professor of Industrial
Admini•tration Administration
(412) 260-0642 (412) 268-3763

Enclosure

1

I
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Designing effective strategies to facilitate the adoption of new software engineering tech-
nologies is a complex endeavor. This document describes the experiences of organizations
in the defense industry that have considered and in many cases adopted any one of five soft-
ware en~ineering technologies: structured programing, program design languages, software
Cost 2Odels, complexity metrics, and MA. In all, 296 res ondents participated in the en-
tire study. These respondents represented approximately N2O business units with approxi- '
m atetly 75 defense contractor organizations. Data were collected using a structured survey
instrument ad±ailstered over the telephone. --.-IThis report examines the motivations behind technology acquisicion and adoption decisions,
the use of various technology transfer mechanisms durin£ the stages of the adoption process,and the relationship between technology transfer mechanimss and the timing pass through,
and smoothness of adoption-proces stages. Adoption is assumed to be a multi-stage process
that may proceed in a linear or non-linear fashion. Also explored is the relationship be-
tween managerial level of the advocate (i.e., top mangeoment, middle management, :echnical
management, and broad-based support) and the speed and smoothness of technology acquisition
and adoption.
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